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Abstract

An audio localization cue synthesizer, the DIRectional Audio Display (DIRAD)

was used to simulate auditory distance, room reflections, and to provide spatial

audio for computer graphics images. The DIRAD processes input audio signals to

generate spatially located sounds for headphone listening. The DIRAD can position

audio sources around the head and these sounds are stable with respect to the

listener's head position. An interactive, real-time simulation of auditory distance

and room reflections was accomplished using the DIRAD in combination with a

Silicon Graphics audio processor board installed in a Personal Iris 4D/35. Several

demonstrations of auditory distance and the effects of early reflections are detailed,

including a simulation of a direct sound source and three reflections that employed

two DIRAD systems. Stored sound files were used to accompany three dimensional

graphics images that were displayed on both a Silicon Graphics CRT and a three

dimensional optical display device.

The use of the 4D/35 audio processor board proved to be an effective means

of preprocessing audio for the DIRAD for these simulations. The combination of

AFIT's Silicon Graphics workstations and the DIRAD proved to be a practical so-

lution to the problem of combining virtual visual and audio cues.
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ENHANCEMENT OF AUDIO LOCALIZATION CUE

SYNTHESIS BY ADDING ENVIRONMENTAL

AND VISUAL CUES

I. Introduction

1.1 Background

In recent years, several systems have been developed that can "position" sounds

at virtual locations around a listener (30)(57:5-9)(15). These systems are known as

audio localization cue synthesizers. Ideally, a person listening to an audio localization

cue synthesizer over heýadphones will perceive the sound as coming from the desired

direction and the sound should appear to be originating from a location outside of

the listener's head.

The Air Force is interested in the development of this technology for several

reasons. Audio localization cue synthesizers could be used in the cockpit of an aircraft

to provide another means of get ting information to a pilot, an information channel

that has yet to be utilized. For instance, a pilot could keep track of another aircraft's

position relative to his own position simply by radio communications. Another

example would be a B-52 pilot who could readily identify which crew member was

speaking at any given time based on the spatial location of the intercom audio

signal. Air Force simulators will also benefit from the added effects of directional

audio. Directional audio could be used in simulators to alert a user of objects that

are not in his field of view, provide him with orientation information, or simply to

enhance the simulation experielice.



I

The human ability to determine the direction and distance of a sound is known

as auditory localization. Many cues are used by human listeners in order to determine

a sound's direction and distance. Several of these cues are encoded onto input signals

by an audio localization cue synthesizer to simulate direct path sounds from any

direction. Although the auditory experience provided by an audio localization cue

synthesizer can be quite real, this thesis will enhance the simulation by incorporating

some of the other cues that we use to localize sounds.

The localization synthesizers used for this research do not provide a way to

model the effect that the listening environment adds to sound. Environmental cues

include the effects that the listening environment imposes on distant sources, early

reflections from the ground, walls and ceilings, and reverberation, or late reflections.

Environmental cues have been found to play a role in the perception that the sound

sources are originating at some distance away from the listener's head. The chal-

lenge of synthesizing directional audio with environmental effects is an active area

of research (58). Interactive simulations of room reflections and distance cues will

be developed in this thesis.

This thesis will also develop a means to add visual cues that will be spatially

correlated with the synthesized audio. The incorporation of visual cues can be

accomplished in many ways like positioning lights or other physical objects at the

location of the synthesized audio. The method that will be used for this work will

be the incorporation of computer graphic images at the sound source location. This

method will allow for various types of visual objects to be represented, and allow

for easy positioning and movement of the objects. Synthetic environments will be

developed that will allow for computer generated images to be positioned and moved

anywhere in the space surrounding the viewer. Thus, one of the goals of this thesis is

to create an interactive environment in which images and sounds can be positioned

together at various locations in the space around the user.
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1.2 Definitions

This section provides some working definitions of terms that will be used fre-

quently throughout this thesis.

Binaural sound, or two ear sound, refers to having a separate audio signal

presented to each ear. ThiL is how audio information arrives to our ears naturally.

The spectral shape of each signal and differences in the two signals are used to give a

listener information about the direction and distance of sounds as well as information

of the environment from which the sound originated.

Binaural recording is a method of making recordings that capture the temporal

and spectral cues that exist in binaural sound. This is usually accomplished by

making recordings from microphones at the entrance to the ear canals of a manikin,

and listening to this recording over headphones. When binaural recordings are heard,

the desired perception is that the sounds are originating outside of the listener's head.

More realistic manikin features, in terms of outer ear shape, head size and torso size

and proportions, and the recording environment can impact the "externalized" effect

of the recording. Binaural recordings can also be made by placing microphones in

the ears of humans, or by recording the outputs from an auditory localization cue

synthesizer.

A synthetic environment is a graphical cormputer simulition which can be in-

teracted with using intuitive, natural means. Trad'aionallv. synthetic environments

have relied on visual information as the only means uf providing information to the

user; recently however, more sensory inputs like sound and tactile feedback are being

incorporated to enhance the effects of actually being "in" the virtual world.

1.3 Problem

The audio localization cue synthesizer, the DIRectional Audio Display (DI-

RAD), that was used for this thesis does not have the means of simulating dynamic

3



environmental effects like reflections and distance. Also, the methods and procedures

to combine visual cues from synthetic environment systems and audio cues from an

audio localization cue synthesizer do not presently exist at AFIT.

Reflections have recently been simulated with the Convolvotroji. (another audio

localization cue syntl;esizer), in order to enhance the perception of the sound origi-

nating external to the listener's head (16). Synthesized audio from the Convolvotron

has been used in conjunction with graphics images (50)(32), and the DIRAD has

been used with visual images in high fidelity flight simulators (2).

1.4 Research Objectives

This thesis will develop a means of preprocessing audio signals that will be

used as inputs to an audio localization cue synthesizer, to allow for the simulation

of auditor3 distance and surface reflections. Also, this thesis will develop the proce-

dures required to integrate an audio localization cue synthesizcr to various synthetic

environments in order to spatially correlate visual cues and directional audio.

5 Scope

In this thesis, a series of control programs will be developed that. will allow

for an audio localizat;on cue synthesizer to be used with AFIT's Silicon Graphics

workstations. These control prograis will provide interaction with the DIRAD

system, generation of a distance cue (using amolitude scaling), and simulated room

reflections. This thesis will develop a means to incorPorate spatially located audio

with visual images from AFIT synthetic environment software. Finally, binaural

recordings will be made using an acoustic research manikin in a natural environment

and two state of the art audio localization cue synthesizers.
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1.6 Approach

The following general approach will be used to complete the objectives of this

effort. The problem as stated above consists of two distinct parts, 1) develop a means

of preprocessing synthesizer inputs so that environmental effects can be incorporated,

and 2) provide visual cues to accompany the synthesized audio. These tasks will be

carried out in parallel.

Binaural recordings will be made from the synthesizers and from an acoustic

research manikin in natural environments. The simulation of the environmental

effects of distance and room reflections will be carried out using an audio processor

board installed in a Silicon Graphics workstation, in conjunction with the audio

localization cue synthesizer.

Concurrent with the above work, the localization cue synthesizer will be used

to provide directional audio for objects in a computer graphics based synthetic envi-

ronment. Existing AFIT synthetic environment software will be modified to create

the graphics and interface to the localization cue synthesizer.

1.7 Thesis Outline

The next chapter is a literature review cornsisting of four main sections. The

process of human auditory localization is covered first, following that is a background

on binaural recordings, then a review of audio localization cue synthesizer research

and development, and finally a brief review of synthetic environments.

Chapter III presents the methods used to perform the work described in this

thesis. This chapter is developed according to the three main projects that were

accomplished. Thc experiments are presented in the general order in which they

were carried out, comparative recordings, simulation of distance and reflections, and

incorporation of visual cues.

5



In Chapter IV, the results of thi5. ''.,sis are presented. A discussion of the

subjective comparison of the binaural recordings is presented first, then the results

of the distance and reflection simulations, and finally, a presentation of the results

of combining the directional audio ,''ith visual images.

To conclude, Chapter \/ will summarize this research and present recommen-

dations for follow-on research in the area of enhancing synthesized directional audio

and its use in AFIT synthetic environments.

6



IH. Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This literature review will provide a current assessment of four main areas. The

first section is an overview of the research pertaining to human auditory localization,

stressing the important cues that allow us to localize sounds. Following that is

a review of the technique of binaural recording. The two audio localization cue

synthesizers that will be used in this thesis will be presented next, and finally, a

review of synthetic environment research is presented.

2.2 Human Auditory Localization

2.2.1 Introduction This thesis will provide enhancements to an existing audio

localization cue synthesizer. It is therefore important to understand the process of

human auditory localization.

Mackous and Middlebrooks give insight into the capabilities of the human

localization process:

...the auditory system is capable of combining information across classes
of cues and across frequencies to synthesize a unitary spatial image (29).

Localizing a sound in space is a very complex process and involves the use of many

features or cues. A very thorough review of the process of human auditory localiza-

tion is given in Blauert's 1983 book Spatial Hearing: The Psychophysics of Human

Sound Localization (4). Two recent AFIT theses have also presented reviews of

localization theory (30)(1H).

Some introductory remarks are made next to define a set of planes that are

used in the literature to describe positions in space relative to the listener. Then a

brief discussion on the accuracy of human localization and how this is measured is

7
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prz.3ented. The rest of this section will focus on some of the cues that allow humans

to perform audio localization. These include interaural time difference, the effects

of the head and outer ear, head motion, environmental and visual influences.

2.2.2 Defining Planes In order to discuss the various positions around a lis-

tener three defining planes are used. The planes are the horizontal, median, and

frontal. The horizontal plane bisects the head at ear level parallel to the ground.

The median plane bisects the head between the eyes from front to back, and the

frontal plane bisects the head from top to bottom through the ears. (see Figure 1

adapted from Blauert (4:14, Figure 1.4)) The azimuth angle (ýp) is 0° directly in

front of the listener. Elevation angle (6) is 0* at ear level, -90 below and +900

directly overhead.

Figure 1. Head Related Planes, Coordinate Axes, and Angles (adapted from
Blauert) (4)
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2.2.3 Human Localization Performance Localization performance is most of-

ten tested by presenting a sound source at some iocation in azimuth and elevation

and at some fixed distance; subjects are then required to indicate where the sound is

originating from by some type of pointing or reporting method. It should be noted

that this measurement (localization performance) is not the same as the measure-

ment of audio acuity. Audio acuity measures the distance that two sources must be

separated before they are heard as two distinct sources. Audio acuity is measured

in terms of t.he minimum audible angle, and has been found to be about 1 degree for

sources located in front of the listener (4:38). The minimum audio angle measure-

ment is dependent on the spectral content of the source but, in general, the angle

increases as the source is moved to the sides of the head, up to as much as 10 degrees

for white noise pulses (4:41).

A 1984 effort by Oldfield and Simon (35)(36) tested localization performance

capabilities for subjects under normal hearing conditions and with the cavities of

the external ear filled, using a custom fit insert that allowed the entrance of the ear

canal to be unobstructed. A loudspeaker on a movable boom was used to present

the stimuli to the subjects at 171 positions in azimuth and elevation. The subjects

pointed to the sound using a "special gun". The trigger of the gun activated three still

cameras that recorded the position of the gun. These pictures were later analyzed

to calculate the subject's estimate of sound source location. Under normal pinna

conditions, the subjects had an average azimuth error of 9.1 degrees, and elevation

error of 8.2 degrees. With the insert in the pinnae, the subjects had a large increase

in elevation judgement errors and more front-back reversals.

More recently, a study by Mackous and Middlebrooks (29) found that most

horizontal and vertical errors in localization were less than 10 degrees. They had

subjects point to the sound source by looking at it. The head position and orientation

were then measured using a magnetic head tracking system.

9



Localization performance has also been tested to compare the ability to localize

free-field sounds with the ability to localize synthesized sounds (60)(14)(13).

2.2.4 lnteraural Time Difference An early theory of localization was the dlu-

ality theory (45:33). This theory asserts that for low frequencies, below 2,000 liz,

S" the interaural time difference (ITD) is the main cue for localization and for higher

frequencies interaural amplitude differences is the primary cue. The arrival time of

sounds to the two ears is dependent on the position of the source relative to the

head and on the speed of sound. This time difference ranges from 0 to 750 ps (30:56-

63). The effect of time delay ha.q been studied extensively by presenting sounds over

headphones and delaying, by some small amount, the sound presented to one of the

listener's ears. This delay causes the listener to perceive a shift in the position of

sound towards the ear receiving the first arriving sound (43). Obviously, the ITD is

a very important localization cue; however, ambiguities arise because nearly identi-

cal time delay values can result from sources that are located symmetrically about

the frontal plane. Therefore, ITD cannot be the only cue used for localization on

the horizontal plane. The effective range of time delay that humans can perceive

depends on the type of stimulus that is used. For pure tones, the time (or phase)

information of the ongoing signal can be tracked until one of two limiting conditions,

listed below, is met (13)(4:148-149).

1. The ITD is equal to or larger than one-half the period of the tone. This means

that the phase can change more than 180 degrees in the time it takes to travel

between the ears. Once this happens, subjects report hearing two separate

tones, or a single tone offset towards the "leading" side. For sources located

on the side of the head this occurs at about 750 Hz.

2. As the source is moved closer to the median plane the time delay decreases

and the limiting frequency described above, increases. The limiting condition

in this case is the firing rate of the auditory nerves. On average, the auditory

10



system can only track differences in the phase of tones for frequencies up to

about 1600 11z.

For sounds other than pure tones, the human auditory system is capable of

detecting differences in ITD of about 10 ps (4:153, Table 2.3) in transient sounds or

in low frequency envelopes (below 1600 Hz) of amplitude modulated signals.

2.2.5 Effects of the Head and Outer Ear The combined diffraction effects of

head and pinnae, or outer ears, were studied in 1947 by Wiener (55). He found that

by measuring the sound pressures at the entrance to the ear canal, he could estimate

the "... obstacle effect of the head and pinna."

The pinnae act as filters that are dependent on source location. The spectral

shaping applied by the pinna, has been shown to be irn"ortant in localizing elevated

sources on the median plane by Roffler and Butler (40). They used several types

of sources and attempted to eliminate the effects of the pinnae by flattening them

against the head with a Plexiglass headband. Holes in the headband were positioned

over the entrances to the ear canals. They found that with the normal use of the

pinnae, sounds were judged at the proper elevation ii they were wide band, and

contained frequencies above 7000 Hz. Without the use of the pinna, these sources

were not properly located. Gardener (17) also found similar results by filling the

folds of the pinna with putty. He showed the existence of a monaural component

to the pinna cue, by presenting sounds when one pinna was occluded. His subjects

were able to localize sounds better than when both pinnae were filled. The monaural

cue of the pinna filtering relies on the shape of the spectrum from the single ear, and

the binaural pinna cue discriminates differences in the spectra of the two ear inputs

(29).

In a 1974 paper (48), Shaw combined the results of 12 studies that measured

the freqvency and directional response of the outer ear. Shaw shows the dependence

of the transfer function of the head and outer ear on source location. Figure 2

11



(from Shaw (48:1856, Figure 9)) shows typical plots of the position and frequency

dependence of the Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF).

The pinna's filtering effect is due to the resonances and reflections resulting

from the shape of pinna (62). In 1977, Mehrgart and Mellert (31) measured the

transfer function of the outer ear of human subjects for positions in azimuth and

elevation, and provide HRTF data out to 15 kHz. Wightman and Kistler (59)(60)

provide a detailed description of the process of measuring and processing HRTFs,

and were successful in synthesizing the filtering properties of the HRTF using digital

signal processing. They me~sured the response of the pinnae of 10 subjects at 144

positions in azimuth and elevation. Recently, Wignman and Kistler (61) found that

ITD cues are dominant when compared to spectral cues as long as the sound stimuli

contains frequencies below 5 kHz.

Acoustic manikins like the Knowels Electronics Manikin for Acoustic Research

(KEMAR) have also been used to study the filtering effect of the pinna (6). KEMAR

was used to measure HRTFs at one degree increments in azimuth for McKinley's

thesis work (30:25-28). A detailed study of HRTFs using KEMAR is given in a 1991

paper by Han (22). He discusses how another cue for elevation may be the shifting

of certain slopes present in the transfer function, and how this slope shift might be

tracked by a neural receptive fields.

2.2.6 Head Motion Head motions are believed to be important because of

the changes in the localization cues that result (45:41). Wallach (54) designed an

experiment to show how side to side head movement can aid in the localization of

sounds that are at some angle above ear level. He was able to simulate an elevated

source by presenting sounds over a ring of speakers in the horizontal plane. The

speaker selection was dependent on desired source elevation and head position. For

instance, a source directly above the listener could be simulated by presenting the

sound over the speaker directly in front for any head position. Since there was

12
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no change in the sound direction with head motion, the sound wvas perceived as

corning from directly above. Lambert (27) worked out the theoretical calculations

for localization of sounds in azimuth and range by using the rate of change of various

parameters due to head motion.

2.2.7 Environmental Cues In normal listening conditions, the ear inputs not

only contain the cues already discussed, they also contain the effects of the envi-

ronment. Two environmental effects are reflections and reverberations. The term

reflection refers to a version of the primary sound that results from the sound wave

arriving at the ear from a path other than the direct one. Reflections are due to

the sound impacting the ground, walls, or other nearby physical objects. Gener-

ally speaking, for flat surfaces, reflections can be modeled as sources located at the

point of reflection. The length of time between the primary sound arriving and the

reflection's arrival is a determining factor in the listener's perception. As discussed

previously, time delays below about 1 msec are attributed to the direction of the

source and the later arriving sound is inhibited. For time delays between 1 and 50

msec, reflections are perceptible as an increase in loudness and spaciousness (4:224).

The reflection is perceived as a separate auditory event after about 50 msec, and is

termed an echo (4:224). These findings show that when simulating reflections, delay

time is a critical parameter that controls how the listener will perceive the delayed

sound.

Cues from the environment have been found to play a large part in the per-

ception of sounds originating from outside the head and the perception of auditory

distance (39)(42)(7).

The concept of "out-of-head-locatededness" or externalization of sounds is fun-

damental to binaural synthesis. Plenge (39) showed that binaural sound from a nor-

mal h ii2g environment allowed listeners to localize the sounds externally. The

ratio of energy from the direct path and the indirect paths is known as the Acoustic

14



Ratio (AR) and according to Sakamoto et al. (42) is "... one of the main factors

which influence the subjective distance." They further assert that some amount

of distance must be perceived in order to experience externalization. This report

explains three experiments which manipulate AR levels in various ways and shows

that when the AR is above a certain threshold, the incidence of subjects reporting

externalization increases dramatically. The addition of just a few or even a single re-

flection can have an impact on externalization as shown in an experiment by Rubak

(41). He added two pairs of reflections to a binaural recording made in an anechoic

chamber in order to simulate a natural listening environment. Subjects reported

better localization ability and reduced occurrences of in-head-localization (IHL).

The ratio of reflected energy to direct path energy is one of the cues responsible

for distance perception that Coleman (10) discusses in his 1963 review of auditory

depth perception. Coleman also discusses the modification of amplitude and the

frequency spectrum due to changes in source to listener distance; both cues provided

by the listening environment. Butler et al. (7) found that binaural recordings made

in a reverberant chamber elicited increased (about four times greater) perception of

distance than similar recordings made in an anechoic chamber.

The amplitude of the sound wave arriving at a point in a free field will fall

off according to the inverse first power law (10): change in dB = 20log(r/ro). In

this equation, r is the distance to the source and r0 is the distance to a reference

point. Strybel and Perrott (51) found that at distances greater than 304 cm, subjects

were apparently using the change in amplitude as their primary distance cue. At

shorter distances 49 cm to 304 cm subject responses showed more error. This finding

suggests that at shorter distances, other cues are used to judge distance and these

other cues are less accurate.

Much effort has gone into developing programs and procedures for calculating

how reflections will develop in a given room. The most popular technique seems to

be the ray tracing method. This technique is described in (46)(25), and has been
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used by NASA AMES researchers to simulate room acoustics (3) for possible use in

their audio localization cue synthesizer.

2..2.8 Visual Cues Regarding the influence of the visual system on the ability

to localize, Blauert states:

The assumption underlying visual theories may be stated as follows:
What the subject sees during sound presentation, and where he sees
it, are factors determining the position of the auditory event (4:193).

The barn owl has been studied to help understand how the cortical map for au-

ditory space is determined (24). By raising infant owls with eyeglasses that caused a

shift of the visual image, researchers found evidence that the auditory map is learned

after birth and trained by visual reinforcement. The receptive fields corresponding

to spatially located visual and auditory stimuli were mapped together in these owls

when the prisms were on. When the prisms were removed, the auditory map showed

a shift by an amount corresponding to the visual shift provided by the glasses. This

interesting finding may be the reason for the strong influence that the visual channel

has on our ability to attribute a location to an auditory image.

Pick and Warren, in a 1969 paper (37), showed that the visual system biases the

auditory system, and that the auditory system provides no bias to the visual system.

They had subjects look at objects through prisms. An audio signal originated at

the actual location of the object. rhe distorted visual image caused the subjects to

distort their judgement of the location of the audio. This bias that the visual system

applies to auditory system is often referred to as the "ventriloquism effect".

An experiment performed by Warren (47:16), explains the phenomenon of "vi-

sual facilitation of auditory localization" as being the improvement in audio localiza-

tion precision when the eyes are open and looking at a textured visual field. Warren's

experiments used sound sources that were not visible. He found that when subjects
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had their eyes open and were looking at the visual field (a cloth screen), they could

do better at an audio localization performance test then when they had their eyes

shut.

Warren further investigated these findings in 1972 (38), to detail the effects of

eye movement. He found that if the subjects were required to make eye movcments

towards the auditory target, localization performance improved. He also found that

the target directed eye movements were more effective in aiding localization in a

lighted environment than when made in the dark.

Jones and Kabanoff (23) confirmed the work of Warren described above, and

found further that directed eve movements away from the target decreased local-

ization precision as compared to having the subject fixate straight ahead. They

assert that "... voluntary movement rather than visual map is likely to provide the

framework for spatial judgements." In other words, eye movements are the key to

updating spatial information, and these movements are better controlled in a lighted

visual field.

The literature shows that the process of auditory localization is quite complex

relying on many cues to discrimihate direction and distance. Some of these cues are

currently used to synthesize directional audio, this thesis will further the perception

of directional audio by adding a synthetic distance cue (based on the inverse first

power law), room reflections and attempt to exploit the "ventriloquism effect" by

introduc;ng visual reinforcement.

2.3 Binaural Recording

Sunier writes in a 1986 article (52) that the method of binaural, or two ear,

recording is the best technique available for reproducing sounds as they are heard

naturally. He gives a review of the history of binaural reproduction and explains the

principles of "dummy head" recording in this article. The basic concept of binaural

recording is to record, through separate channels, the outputs of microphones that
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are separated by the distance of the head for playback though headsets (53). Tile

effects of binaural recordings can be enhanced by p!;.ci'qg the microphones in a model

of the human head and ears (28)(18)(55).

This technique allows for capturing of all of tie cues described above, except of

course for visual cues. Audio engmneers are looking 1..o ways of processing binaural

sounds like mixing, adding binaural reflections, and ,ynthesizing binaural signals

(20). Wcrk is also being done to try to allow for binaural recordings to be played

back over loudspeakers instead of headsets (21)(33). Although binaural recordings

provide powerful examples of spatial hearing, they cannot provide any degree of

interaction.

In an attempt to provide binaural interaction, systems have been developed

that provided a listener with real-time audio from a manikin's ear microphones

(8)(13). One of these systems ubed the listener's head position to position a manikin

head (via scrvos) with respect to a fixed sound source. The other system used

listener's head position to m 'e a sound source location with respect to a fixed

manikin head. Both systems allowed the listener to localize the sound, but were

somewhat impractical in that they required a manikin located in an enclosure to

generate the audio information.

To provide a truly interactive system, a method of synthesizing the effects that

arc captured with binaural recording is required.

2.4 Localization Synthesize S

The basic concept of present day audio localization cue synthesizers is the

convolution of the input audio signal with the impulse response of the left and right

HRTFF to generate the binaural signals (56:3). The appropriate IIRTFs are selected

based on the position and orientation of the listener's head and the location of the

source. The premise behind the synthesis of localizable sounds is given by Wightman

and Kistler as:
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The basic assumption that guides our approach is that, if the acoustical
waveforms at a listener's eardrums are the same as in free field, then the
listener's experience should be the same (59:859).

This review will cover two specific audio localization cue synthesizers, although

there are several in various stages of development (57:5-9). The first system is the

Convolvotron, built by Crystal River Engineering for the NASA Ames Virtual Envi-

ronment Workstation (VIEW) project (57:9), and currently available as a commercial

product (12). The other system is the Directional Audio Display (DIRAD) (30) that

was designed and fabricated at the Bioacoustics and Biocommunications Branch of

the Armstrong Laboratory (AL/CFBA). k brief review of the Convolvotron system

is given below, the DIRAD system will be covered in detail in Chapter III since it

was the primary audio localization cue synthesizer used in this thesis work.

Wenzel, in her 1991 technical report (57), describes NASA's development of a

three dimensional virtual acoustic display. The main cues that were used to trans-

form the monaural audio into the binaural simulation in the Convolvotron were

HRTFs, the listener's head position and orientation, and distance. The magnitude

and phase differences of the HRTFs were measured from human subjects at 144 po-

sitions in azimuth and elevation around the subject (57)(59). The distance cue is

simulated by amp!'tude scaling (16). The system is commercially available as set of

two PC compatibie boards. The boards accept as input head tracker coordinates,

up to four analog audio inputs, and software specification of the desired source lo-

cation. The output of the system is the analog left and right binaural synthesis that

is presented over headphones. An interpolation routine is used to generate filter

coefficients to position a sound at positions where the HRTF was not measured.

The system requires a set of HRTFs to be loaded for use. Several sets of HRTFs,

measured on different human subjects, are supplied with the system.

A paper by Foster, Wenzel, and Taylor (16) describes two methods that have

been used to simulate environmental effects with the Convolvotron. The "static
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modeling" technique uses HIRTFs that are measured in "real" room, this is limited

to either static head position, static source location, or both. The "dynamic mod-

eling" technique allows for full interaction in that it places sources at the bounce

points of the first few reflections. These "reflection sources" are movable and can be

repositioned with listener's head movement or source movement.

2.5 Synthetic Environments

A synthetic environment is a computer generated graphics display that allows

various means of user interaction. These interactions are designed to be natural

and intuitive. Some of the human-machine interfaces that are used ini synthetic

environment research are:

"* Head Mounted Displays (HMD)

"* Head position and orientation measuring equipment

"* Hand and finger position sensing equipment

"* Force reflection devices

"* Audio localization cue synthesizers

Gerken in his 1991 AFIT thesis (19) provides an introduction to most of these

devices, and an excellent review of the synthetic environment research accomplished

at AFIT over the last few years. As part of his thesis work, he concentrated on

developing software for the DataGlove, a hand and finger position measuring system

developed by VPL Research.

Similar research is being carried out at the Unii ersity of North Carolina (9),

where researchers are developing two specific applications of synthetic environment

technology. The first is an interactive molecular study environment where chemists

can study and actually manipulate models of molecules. The other application is

an architectural walk-through environment. This simulation allows users to walk
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through a virtual building on a treadmill that has been incorporated into the display

system.

NASA is also developing synthetic environment technology for use in simula-

tions, and as a future interface to space based equipment (34).

2.6 Summary

This literature review provides a foundation for the task of enhancing the

capabilitics of an audio localization cue synthesizer. The areas of human localization,

binaural recording, localization cue synthesizers, and synthetic environments were

covered. This review provides the knowledge base required for the integration of

environmental and visual cues and existing audio localization cue synthesizer, the

DIRAD.
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III. Methodology

3.1 Introduction

As stated previously, the DIRAD audio localization cue synthesizer was used

to provide directional audio for the majority of this thesis. The process of adding

environmental and visual cues to the DIRAD system was carried out in three stages:

* Binaural recordings made with KEMAR in a semi-reverberant setting were

compared to recordings made with two audio localization cue synthesizers, the

Convolvotron and the DIRAD to gain insight into the problem.

* Development of a set of graphical control panel programs to allow for source

positioning with simulated distance cues and room reflections using the Dl-

RAD.

* Development of virtual environments to provide visual reinforcement of the

audio stimulus position.

This chapter starts out with a section on the details of the DIRAD system.

Following that, the three main experiments are presented in the order in which they

were performed.

3.2 DIRAD, an Audio Localization Cue Synthesizer

The DIRAD audio localization cue synthesizer used for this thesis was devel-

oped in 1987 at Armstrong Laboratory (30)(2). The DIR. system block diagram

is shown below in Figure 3. The system can be configured (via ROM change), to

operate in several different modes. Two separate DIRAD systems were employed

in this thesis. One system was configured for azimuth only source positioning. The

other system that was used allowed for azimuth and elevation source positioning.

Both systems permitted independent positioning of two audio channels.
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The system communicates with a host computer via an RS-232 interface. This

communication line is used to initialize the synthesizer firmware, position the audio

sources, command the synthesizer to establish communications with the head tracker

system, poll a subject response button, report the subjects head position to the host

computer and to perform a variety of other commands (listed in Appendix A) (1).

Once commanded, the synthesizer can communicate with one of three head

tracker systems: The Polhemus ISOTRACKER, the PoLhemus 3SPACE tracker,

and Ascension Technology Corporation's "The Bird" system. No interface between

the host computer and the head tracker is required for standard operations.

The basic theory of operation of the DIRAD is as follows. The angle processor

board computes the difference in angle between the desired source location and the

subject's head position. This angle is used to call up stored HRTFs for the left and

right ears. The DIRAD stores the magnitude of the HRTF only and the left and right

pinnae are assumed to be identical. The directional pinna filtering is accomplished

by carrying out the convolution of the impulse response of the left and right HRTFs

with the digitized audio input.

A stored time delay value is also called up based on the head to source angle

difference and is applied to the appropriate (left or right) signal. The resulting

discrete signals are then fed to digital-to-analog converters, after which, the left.

outputs from channel 1 and channel 2 are mixed and the resulting amplified signal

is sent to the left headphone loudspeaker, likewise for the right side outputs.

The current versions of the DIRAD employ five TMS320-C25 Digital Signal

Processing (DSP) chips. One is used for handling all I/O functions, two are used for

angle processing and two are used for "distance" processing. The distance processors

are not, in current DIRADs, used for dynamic distance simulation. They have,

however, been used to simulate a single, floor reflection at a fixed angle of 6 =-37.
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The HRTFs for the azimuth only DIRAD were measured using the KEMAR

manikin at 1 degree increments in azimuth for a total of 360 stored HRTFs. The

azimuth and elevation DIRAD contains 272 stored HRTFs. These HRTFs were

measured with KEMAR in the center of a geodesic sphere of speakers located in

the AL/CFBA anechoic chamber. The maximum separation angle between any two

speakers on the geodesic sphere is 15*.

One other point of interest concerning DIRAD HRTFs is that a new manikin,

the Bioacoustic Anthropomorphic Manikin for Auditory Research (BAMAR), has

recently been developed by AL/CFBA to measure transfer functions. 1AMAR al-

lows individualized pinnae shapes to be used and the manikin's head width can be

adjusted to match an individual's bi-tragion (ear to exr) distance.

3.3 Ezperiment 1, Comparative Recordings

3.3.1 Introduction The initial objective of this thesis was to make binau-

ral recordings of sounds placed at specific locations around a listener's head using

three techniques: the DIRAD, the Convolvotron, and real world examples using the

acoustic manikin, KEMAR. Comparative listening between the synthesized record-

ings and the manikin recordings allowed us to appreciate the importance of the

acoustic properties of the environment in helping to bring the sound "outside of the

head".

3.3.2 Equipment The systems that were used to make these recordings are

shown in Figure 4. The audio for this experiment was generated on a Sun workstation

which sends its output to a Ariel Pro Port stereo audio DSP interface box, Model

656. A monaural recording of this audio was made using a Sony Digital Audio Tape

recorder, Model TCD-D3. This recording was then output from th'. DAT to a Crown

Model PS-200 Audio Power Amp which drove a 4.5 inch Bose loudspeaker, Model

108515. A KEMAR manikin was used to mak-! the binaural recordings. KEMAR's
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Figure 4. Comparative Binaural Recordings Block Diagram
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left and right ear microphones were Briiel and Kjaer Model 4165, (1/2 inch diameter,

free field laboratory condenser microphonezi) The microphones were powered with

two Briel and Kjaer microphone power supplies, Type 2804. The output of the

microphones was sent, to a Crown Audio Pre Amplifier, Model PSL-2, then to a

second Sony DAT. Model TCD-D3 for left and right channel recording.

3.3.8 Proce'.re The main use of these recordings was to evaluate the sub-

jective differences between a real world binaural recording, and the synthesized bin-

aural recordings. The audio source used in this experiment was speech from the

DARPA TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Continuous Speech Corpus (TIMIT) database.

Five sentences were recorded each from a male speaker and a female speaker. This

was followed by five one second noise bursts generated by using the Entropic Re-

search Laboratory, Inc. software package called: Entropic Signal Processing System

(ESPS). A program in this package, TESTSD, was used to generate the uniformly

distributed noise bursts. These selections were recorded on the DAT. The manikin

was set up near the center of an auditorium. The auditorium is a 42 foot by 26 foot

room that is furnished with cushioned chairs and is carpeted. Figure 5 illustrates

the room layout.

The sounds were played on one of the DATs, through the power amplifier, over

the loud speaker which was at ear level height to KEMAR. The microphone outputs

in KEMAR's ears were sent to a second DAT. The left and right channels were

recorded simultaneously. The position of the speaker was moved to eight different

positions around the manikin, at 45 degree intervals at a fixed radius of seven feet.

The distance of seven feet was chosen because the HRTFs for the DIRAD were

measured at this distance. The HRTFs used in the Convolvotron were measured

at 1.38 meters (4.55 feet) (59) however, the Convolvotron system has a software

controlled distance parameter, that was set at seven feet. It should be pointed

out that the Convolvotron was used only to gain insight into the use of a second

synthesizer, and was not available for thorough comparison.
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After all eight positions were recorded, the equipment was taken into the

AL/CFBA anechoic chamber. Another monaural recording was made of the voice

and noise bursts as played through the same speaker set up that was used in the

room recordings. This was accomplished so that any characteristics of the speaker

would also be on the stimuli that was played through the synthesizers. The sound

was recorded monaurally using the second DAT and a I inch diameter, Larson Davis

type 2570 microphone. This microphone was mounted a microphone stand at equal

height. The microphone was powered by a Briiel and Kjaer Type 2804 microphone

power supply. The output of the microphone was sent to a Crown Audio Pre Am-

plifier Model PSL-2, then to a second Sony DAT Model TCD-D3 for monaural

recording.

The DIRAD synthesizer recordings were made as follows. The recorded voice

and noise bursts were used as input to channel one of the DIRAD. A Grid laptop

personal computer running the DIRAD demonstration software was used to set the

DIRAD configuration to: azimuth only, no head tracker. The demo software was

then used to send the source position commands. Recordings of the source were

made at the same locations as the manikin:

"* azimuth: W = 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315 degrees.

"* elevation: 6 0 degrees. (ear level)

Next, the same procedure was accomplished with the Convolvotron. The input

was connected to channel 1. (4 available) and a Convolvotron demonstration program

was used to position the azimuth, elevation, and distance. The distance was set to

seven feet, elevation to ear level, and azimuth at the required eight positions.

Selected portions of the recorded noise bursts were digitized using the SG

4D/35 audio system (described below). The recordings were digitized at 16kHz

sample rate, 16 bit resolution. These sampled representations were then played over

headsets, Yamaha, Model Y-i1. A program was written that allows a user to choose
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an azimuth position (from the eight that were recorded) and listen to tile noise bursts

from all three binaural techniques. This program was used to compare the out-of-

head locatedness of the sounds at various positions, for each technique. The speech

recordings were evaluated by listening to the DAT.

3.4 Ezperiment 2, Environmental Cue Simulation

3.4.1 Introduction This section describes the equipment and process used to

interface the DIRAD to a Silicon Graphics workstation and how this configuration

was used to simulate auditory distance and room reflections. A short background

of audio distance perception and acoustic reflections is presented first, next the

equipment used for these experiments is described, and finally, in chronological order,

is a description of the distance and reflection simulations that were performed.

3.4.2 Background Much of this thesis effort was spent in simulating auditory

distance and room reflections in order to improve the DIRAD's ability to generate

externalized audio images for sources located on the median plane. Several variations
of distance and reflection simulations were performed. The following background

,'j'n-mation presents the basics of human auditory distance perception and how

, ;. -eflections may influence distance perception and externalization.

The first objective of this thesis was to simulate auditory distance and incor-

porate room reflections using the DIRAD. Distance simulation required a scaling of

the source gain setting based on distance. To simulate early reflections, two primary

parameters were considered. First, the reflection was to be simulated by position-

ing a second audio source at the place where the primary sound would theoretically

"bounce" off of the wall. This method has been used to simulate reflections using the

Convolvotron (58). The other primary consideration was the time delay associated

with the longer path length of the reflection. Figure 6 shows some of the possible

reflections that can arrive at a given location from the surrounding walls.
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AL/CFBA provided an PC based acoustical raytracing program that was de-

veloped to visualize reBlction bounce point positions and incident angle changes,

for a given room size and source location. This software was used to calcu'ate the

position of the bounce point and the time delay for a given :eflection. For the case of

first order (htting oniy ore wall) reflections this program was not really needed, but

it did provi? 2 a means of very easily seeing the results of moving the source and hew

room size affected first order reflections. The program provides text based output

of "J ray lengths and angles, and provides a three dimensional graphics view of the

room, source, target and rays. It was a very helpful tool for this "¾ork.

A typikal rou.- that was simulated is shown in Figure 7. This figure shows

the room dimensions, listener location, and a view of one possible location of the

source ahA one associated reflection.

hMW•
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Figure 7. Simulated Rooma Dimensions
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Figures 8 and 9 show, for this specific room, some of the changing parameters

associated with the reflection simulation. Figure 8 shows how the difference in path

lengths between the primary and the reflection changes with source to listener dis-

tance. Figure 9 shows how the incident azimuth angle W changes as a function of

source to listener distance for the given room. It can be seen that the path length

difference (and associated time delay) becomes smaller with increasing distance, as

does incident angle.

Path Length Difference

Figure 8. Path Length Difference vs. Distance

Mcentd Anoi of
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Figure 9. Reflection Incident Angle vs. Distance
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The calculations use for finding the position, angle and time delay of the re-

flection are straightforward as shown below (refer to Figure 7):

py = (1/2)r (1)

P , = W (2)

Where p. is the distance in the lateral direction from the the listener to the

wall: (w = 6 feet in this example), p, is the distance that the reflection bounce point

is located in front of or behind the listener, and r is the distance from the listener

to the direct source as defined in Figure 1. The angle at which the reflection arrives

at the center of the listener's head in azimuth is given as

= taxr'(P./p,) (3)

The time delay in seconds is computed with the following equation:

At = ((2,* V;ý, % p•))- r) /1125 (4)

Where 1125 is the approximate speed of sound in air at 20 degrees Celsius, measured

in feet per second (44).

The other parameter that was simulated was the change in sound level due to

distance. Sound levels can be expressed in terms of power or amplitude. Intensity is

usually used to describe the power level of a sound at a particular place, (intensity

is a measure of power flow per unit area), and amplitude is expressed using the

root-mean-squared (RMS) value of the sound pressure (44:14- 4,5). Sound pressure

and intensity are usually specified in decibels (dB). The intensity level of a sound is

given by:

L = 10log(I)dB (5)
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The reference intensity (Jo) most often used to calculate an intensity level is the

standard reference intensity. This standard is an intensity level that is close to the

threshold of human hearing for a 1000 Hz tone (44:14-6). If a constant intensity

source is measured at some point in a free field, the measured intensity level will

drop 6 dB for each doubling of the source to measurement point distance. The

equation that governs this is the inverse square law:

I = 1 3 /,2 (6)

In this equation, the intensity at any point I will be equal to the source intensity I1

divided by the distance r squared.

The RMS pressure level of the sound also drops 6 dB with each doubling of

distance. The RMS pressure at any point will be equal to the source RMS pressure

divided by the distance, this is the inverse first power law. For sound pressure

generated by a loudspeaker, the RMS sound pressure level is directly proportionai to

the source input voltage. If the input voltage is scaled by the inverse of the distance,

the RMS pressure will fall off at the required 6 dB for each doubling of distance. To

simulate distance for this thesis the following equation will be used:

v (Vo)(ro) (7)
r

Where V is the input voltage corresponding to some arbitrary distance, Vo is the

reference voltage corresponding to ro, the closest allowable distance (three feet for

all simulations), and r is the distance from listener to source. The value of Vo was

set to the maximum output voltage, so that when the source was at the mipimum

distace, the output gain would be a.t a maximum.

According to Blauert (4), for sources located in the range of 3 to 15 meters

the only observable change in measurements made in the ear canals of subjects is

the sounce pressure level change (as the listener to source distance was changed).
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For distances closer than 3 meters, changes in the spectral content of the ear signals

are seen with changes in distance, due to the close proximity of the head and outer

ears. Blauert concludes that the spectral changes for close sources are evaluated but

that they play a small role in distance evaluation for sources located at distances

-greater than 25 cm. Blauert's review of distance perception also gives generalized

results from several studies that show that a 6 dB drop in signal level is not enough

to create the perception of a doubling of source distance. In order for subjects to

experience a doubling of & source's distance, a reduction in signal level of about 20dB

was required (4:122).

In this thesis, the effects of the changes in the spectral content will be ignored,

the source distaace is limited to the range of 3 to 24 feet, and the inverse first power

law was implemented by scaling the input voltage by one over the distance.

3.4.3 Equipment The workstation employed for all experiments was a Silicon

Graphics Personal Iris 4D/35 (a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/440VGXT was used for one

later experiment). This workstation is configured with an audio processor board that

employs a Motorola DSP56001 digital signal procemsor. The audio processor board

allows for various standard sample rates from 8 kHz to 48 kHz. The board can

be used for stereo or monaural audio, with 8 or 16 bit (stereo) or 24 bit (mono)

input resolution and 18 bit analog outputs. The audio inputs consist of an analog

microphone jack, left and right line in jack, and digital serial input. The outputs

provided are: left and right line out, left and right headphone out, and digital serial

out. The audio system on the 4D/35 was used for several different functions in each

stage of this thesis.

The other main components of the system are the Polhemus 3SPACE ISO-

TRACKER, and the DIRAD. The iSOTRACKER source was mounted on a piece

of PVC tubing suspended 2 feet above the listener's head. The ISOTRACKER sen-

sor was taped to the center of the headphone band. Two DIRAD (described above)
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configurations were used for these experiments: 1) two channel, azimuth only, and 2)

two channel azimuth and elevation. The Polhemus head tracker system is fully con-

trolled by the DIRAD. The SG 4D/35 workstation communicates with the DIRAD

via an RS-232 line, the pin connections are shown in Figure 10.

Figure10. S 4D/3 tosapk ~ DIR AD R-3 i u

2-

WWette for =6d

Figure 10. SG 4D/35 to DIRAD RS-232 Pin Out

The DIR.AD is configured to respond to a set of commands that are listed in

Appendix A. The commands allow for source positioning, head tracker initializa-

tion, monitoring of a subject response button, etc. The audio input to the system

came from a variety of sources. For initial testing and software development a Sony

Walkman Model, MWM-FX30 cassette player was used.

3.4.4 Two Source Control Panel The first requirement, in order to begin

work on simulation of reflections and providing visual cues, was to port the control

software for the DIRAD to the SG 4D/35. A two source control panel program was
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written first to "wring the system out" and troubleshoot any possible hardware and

software problems. Figure 11 shows the overall system block diagram.

F re. TwoSour ol B olkemu D Iarm er
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Figure 11I. Two Source Control Block Diagram

Software was provided with the DIRAD to control the synthesizer using an

IBM compatible personal computer. The routines for the issuing and receiving of

commands were written in C++. This software was modified to allow it to run on

the SG 4D/35. The majority of the changes that were made to this software were

made in the RS-232 port commands and the user feedback commands. The modified

Localization Device Class is provided in Appendix B. A general layout of the software

structure is shown in Figure 12 for this application. The control panel application

has access to the functions of the Localization Device Class. The Localization Device

Class relies on the methods of the unmanaged RS-232 Class, described in Captain

Simpsons's 1991 AFIT thesis, (49) to perform two way communications with the

DIRAD.
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Upon execution, the control panel automatically initialized the DIRAD, and

Sboth sources are initially off. The user is presented a window with an icon represent-

ing his head, a large circle surrounding his head representing the allowable locations

for sound sources, and two small colored circles that represent the two sound sources.

A sound source can be made "active" by clicking on its button. The active source

can be moved by clicking the left mouse button on or near the desired point. The

user can also drag the icon to the proper position. The drag function allows for fine

position adjustments. Other options provided by the control panel include:
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"* Top-Line status bar oi cu;ient syntneIzer mode and head tracker type in use.

"* Message area providing information oi. r.quired user actions.

"• Text display of coordinates of the selp cted source.

"* Channel selector buttons.

"* Pop-up menu selections to choose head tracker, boresight, firmware reset, and

DIRAD shut down.

The development of this control panel provided a means of testing the control soft-

ware that was modified to run on the 4D/35 and also provided an easy to use

demonstration of the DIRAD's capabilities.

3.4.5 Distance and Reflection Simulation: Prototype A prototype version of

the reflection simulation was written to test out the feasibility of using the 4D/35 to
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perform the'time delay and output gain control of the audio signal. The hardware

configuration for the initial reflection simulations is shown in Figure 14.

m• i Po'wmnu IsoTracker

Figure 14. Single Reflection Block Diagram

The simulation program was based on a 12 foot wide by 25 foot long room,

with the listener positioned three feet from the back wall and centered between the

side walls. The interactive program allowed for the user to position an audio source

at any distance from three to 22 feet in front of him. The interface control panel,

shown in Figure 1,5, displays the position of the listener, defines the walls of the

room, and shows the location of the direct or primary source, and the location of

the reflection point.

The software control panel for this prototype reflection simulation furnished

the following options:
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* Two slider controls allow for independent control of the output. gains of the

primary and reflected sources.

* The primary source location is positioned via mouse click or drag to any pouill

along the zero angle azimuth.

* The reflection bounce point on the right wall is calculated by the pr-grain and

the reflection icon is automatically positioned on the right wall.

* The time delay is also calculated by the program based on the location of the

primary source.

The simulation starts by issuing the DIRAD reset command. The primary

source is initially positioned three feet in front of the listener. The user can move

the source to any location directly in front of him via the mouse. The program sets

the output gain of the primary source using the inverse first power law then positions

the primary source at 00 azimuth using the first channel of the DIRAD. Once the

primary source is positioned, the program sets the output gain of the reflection

using the inverse first power law with the total reflection path length as the distance

traveled. The reflection audio is delayed in time due to the increased distance that

it traveled to arri'e at the listener. The reflection is simulated by using the second

channel of the DIRAD to position the amplitude scaled, time delayed version of the

primary audio at the azimuth angle of the calculated bounce point. The user can

then experiment with the gain settings of both the reflection and primary source by

using the slider gain controls at the lower left side of the control panel. When the

primary source is moved the gain settings are reset to the "proper" level based on

the inverse first power law.

The software actually consists of two parallel processes: the control panel in-

terface described above and a separate program that is spawned from the control

program to handle the output gain changes and time delay for the reflection. The

two processes communicate via a Unix pipe. The Unix pipe is an interprocess com-
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munication channel that can be written to or read from by cooperating processes.

The control panel sends the output gain settings and time delay \alue (in number

ofsamples) to Cie pipe whznever a change has been made. The audio program con-

stantly checks to see if a new set of parameters has been sent and if so, reads them

in and makes the required updates. A general layout of the software structure is

shown in Figure 16 for this application.

The audio is input to the left analog input of the audio processor board, sam-

pled at 16 kHz, 16 bit resolution. The audio is read into a buffer that holds 500

frames, a frame being a set of four bytes, two for each input channel. The right

channel is not used for input although both left and right channels are required for

output. For this reason, the audio processor board is used in stereo mode. A 500

frame output buffer is put together using the input, as is, for the left channel and

a time delayed version, based on the current time delay value, is used for the right

channel.

The software that is used to generate the variable time delay was verified by

the following procedure:

1. A test pulse was generated using an HP 8116A Pulse Function Generator. A

single burst of a 1 kHz, 90% duty cycle square wave was output every 30 msec.

2. This pulse was input to the left channel of the 4D/35 audio processor board.

3. After software processing, the right channel was to be delayed in time with

respect to the left.

4. The left and right outputs from the 4D/35 audio processor board were con-

nected to a B+K Precision Dual Time Base Oscilloscope, Model 1570A for

time delay measurements.

5. The time delay was measured for several points and the desired delay was

found to be equal to the measured delay.
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The simulation of distance amplitude sccding was verified using the following

procedure:

1. A 1 kHz tone was applied to the left audio input of the audio processor board

from a Wavetex 20 MHz AM/FM/PM Generator Model 148.

2. Headphones, Sennheiser HD 520, were connected to the output ef the DIRAD.

3. The headphones were placed on a Briiel and Kjaer Artificial Ear Type 4152.

4. The output from ae Artificial Ear was measured with a Briiel and Kjaer

Precision Sound Level Meter Type 2218 and its associated Brijel and Kjaer

Octave Band Filter Set Type 1613.

5. Tb,- T)RAD main volume control was set to read a convenient level on the

el Meter, 60 dB for instance, for some simulation distance.

6. The u.' nce was then dotbled with the simulation software.

7. The 6 dB drop was verified on the Sound Level Meter.

8. This procedure was repeated for several positions using both the primary and

reflection sources.

The prototype reflection simulation confirmed the ability to perform real-time

control of the time delay and gain settings using the 4D/35's audio processor board.

3.4.6 Distance and Reflection Simulation: Single Lateral Reflection The pro-

totype reflection simulation program was refined to allow for an initial simulation of

auditory distance with a single reflection. This program applied the amplitude scal-

ing of the audio output voltages from the audio processor board based on distance.

Also included in this version of the simulation was the ability to position the suarce

behind the listener's head (along the 'o = 1800 line) and the ability to use tCe head

tracker. The simulated room size for this experiment was 24 feet wide and 50 feet

long. The listener was positioned at the center, so that he had a wall 12 feet on
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either side of him and walls 25 feet in front of and behind him. The primary source

position could be moved to any distance. but rno closer than 3 feet from tile listener,

within the room on the median plane. The audio level of th, primary source was

controlled by scaling the output voltage based on the 1/r distance equation. The

reflection's gain was set by computing the same equation using the reflection path

length distance. One other feature that was added at this point was the ability to

let the user turn off either the reflection or the primary source by keyboard input.

The control panel is similar to Figure 15, except the listener's head is centered

both in room length and width, and the slider gain controls are not used. The

program is used like the prototype version. The primary source is positioned with

the mouse, and the software generates the audio and positions it with the DIRAD.

The "R" key was used to turn off the reflection audio. Clicking on the primary

source icon was used to turn the reflection back on.

3.4.7 Distance and Reflection Simulation: Dual Lateral and Ceiling Reflec-

tions AL/CFBA supplied a second DIRAD to use in this final version of the reflec-

tion simulation. The firmware in this second DIRAD system allowed for two source

azimuth and elevation positioning. The system was tested using the previously de-

scribed two source control panel, which was modified to allow keyboard input to

provide changes in elevation. The results of this initial check-out are discussed in

chapter IV.

The last version of the distance and reflection program was written to supply

an early reflection from both the left and right wall, and through the use of the

second DIRAD, a ceiling reflection was simulated. The room size for this program is

initially set to 12 feet across, 50 feet long, however the width of the room was made

variable. By pressing the "B" key, the distance to the side walls could be increased,

and the "S" key made this distance smaller. The simulated distance above ear level

to the ceiling is equal to the distance to the side walls so theit. a single time delay
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could be used to generate all three reflections. A software listing for this control

panel and the associated audio ::ontrol program can be found in Appendix C. A

block diagram of the equipment used for this experiment is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Three Reflection Simulation Block Diagram

The stereo outputs from both DIRAD systems were mixed using a TeaWc Model

3 Audio Mixer. The same basic control panel i~terface was used with this version

showing the locations of all three simulated reflections. The head tracker could only

be connected to one of the DIRAD systems, however, both systemn3 needed to adjust

the source locations to compensate for head movements. The solution to this was

to connect the head tracker to the azimuth only DIRAD, then continually request

head position data from it, using the "track" command, to use to calculate a relative

angle to position the second DIRAD's sources.

This set of experiments accomplished the first objective of this thesis, that of

incorporating real-time simulated room reflections to enhance the DIRAD's capabil-
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ity to simulate distance and improve externalization. The next set of experiments

achieves the second objective, the addition of visual cues to the synthesized attdio.

3.5 Experiment 3, Incorporation of Visual Cues

3.5.1 Introduction The incorporation of visual cues to accompany the syn-

thesized audio was approached in two ways. The first approach was to present the

listener with a three dimensional graphics scene which was presented on the CRT of

the 4D/35. The second aprach was to display the visual information to the listener

using an optical display device (ODD) that has the ability to display certain video

:images as three. dimensional objects which appear to "stand up" on a horizontal

viewing plane.

Both methods modeled the listener as a graphics figure in a synthetic environ-

ment (this figure representing the listener will be referred to as the projection for the

rest of this thesis). This approach requires the listener to "become" the projection

at the location in the environment. This method is different from a more traditional

synthetic environment approach where the viewer is not modeled in the scene but is

actually "in' the scene. The methods that were developed to combine synthesized

spatial sound with three dimensional graphics objects could easily be used with the

more traditional synthetic environment approach.

Modeling the listener in the environment was used in order to test the ieasibility

of eAding spatial sound to the ODD which is being studied at AFIT. The ODD will

allow an observer of a battle, for instance, to see their projection at their location

on the battlefield from a God's eye perspective.

For these experiments, the location of the projection was fixed. The God's eye

view point could be changed from the keyboard. The listener/viewer (the user) would

have sensory information provided from two perspectives: his visual information

would come from the God's eye view and his auditory information would be generated

as if he were at his projection's location.
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Both of the audio/visual experiments described below relied heavily on AFIT

graphics software which was developed for a synthetic environment simulation of the

Air Force's Red Flag fighter pilot training exercise.

3.5.2 4D/35 CRT Graphics Display The initial test of visual cues was per-

formed by programming a graphics display on the CRT of the 4D/35 that showed the

projection, a background scene and a small model of a speaker that rotated around

the projection's head. This model was used to develop the programs that calculated

and sent the graphic object's position (azimuth angle) relative to the projection to

the DIRAD. The object's distance from the projection was also calculated and sent

to a process running on the 4D/35's audio processor board which was programmed to

provide distance simulation by output gain scaling. A block diagram of this systems

is shown in Figure 18.

ads"I "Poftmrms b •1e~m o-Troaamr

tfCH: a OSI I

Righ CWWm s~of;t IM abo 2

4D/36 CRT

Figure 18. Visual Cues on 4D/35 CRT Block Diagram
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The audio for this simulation was provided from stored sound files that were

saved as Audio Interchange File Format (AIFF) (S bit, 22.225 kHz sample rate) on

an Apple Macintosh Ilci, using SoundEditT` Pro software. These files were then

transferred to the 4D/35 and converted to 8 bit, 16 kHz, two's compJement integer

data files, using the sfconvert program. This conversion o raO. was done so

that reading and playing short (about 2.5 seconds) segments of ihe~uound could be

programmed more easily (the AIFF file structure would not have to be decomposed

-o get the data).

By only using a short segment of the audio it was possible to get a "constant"

sound to accompany the visual image. This is important because it is not desirable

to send an audio input that already contains spatial information to the DIRAD. For

example, if a recording of a jet flying away from the listener (decreasing gain with

distance) was used to accompany computer generated visual cues, the simulation

parameters (movement of the image) would have to be tied to the recording, or

conflicting cues would be sent to the user. In contrast, if a somewhat constant jet

sound is used, the sound's distance and position can be simulated in real-time to

reflect the positional chan-ges of the visual simulation.

The overall process was carried out as follows:

e A short segment of audio was read into a buffer and continuously output to

the audio input of the DIRAD.

* The associated graphic image followed a predetermined flight path.

* The distance from the projection to the object was calculated and sent to the

#.udia processor board to scale the output gain based on the inverse first power

law.

* The azimuth angle betweer. the projection and the graphic object was calcu-

lated and sent to the DIRAD to "position" the sound.
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Upon completion of the interface between the graphics program, the DIRAD

software and the audio processor software, the prototype was modified to include

more realistic images. The moving speaker was replaced with a three dimensional

model of an Apache helicopter, and a helicopter sound file provided the audio to the

DIRAD. The graphics scene now included the projection, some terrain (ground, sky

and mountains), and the Apache. A flight path data file was generated that moved

the helicopter in the following manner: It started out behind the distant mountains,

flew up over the mountains directly at the projection, once it was at close range

it circled completely around the projection, then turned and flew back over the

mountains. The flight path data file contains, for each increment of simulation time,

the object's position and ,,rientation with respect to the world coordinates.

After this program written, it was obvious that the second audio processor

channel could be used to feed the second DIRAD channel and provide simultaneous

. • spatial audio for another visual image. The image that was chosen was a model of

an M1 tank. The tank's motion was programmed by a second entry in the flight

path data file. The graphics images for this simulation can be seen in Figure 19.

Thus, the final version of this simulation software had two independent visual

images coupled with spatial sound via the DIRAD and distance scaling via the audio

processor board. Appendix D contains the software for the graphics images and the

associated audio program. The angles and distances that were used to generate

. the audio informinion were calculated "on-the-fly". This is important because the

software is flexible enough to allow for non-scripted motion of objects. In other words,

the position of the images could be controlled by the user, (positioned anywhere) and

the proper sounds would still be generated. The head tracker was used to couple the

listener to the DIRAD, however, the head tracker was not interfaced to the visual

display.
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Figure 19. Graphics for CRT Display
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3.5.3 Visual Cues Using the ODD Visual cues were also provided with the

use of a different type of graphics display, the ODD. In order to accomplish this, the

above described software was modified for use on the ODD. The ODD is actually

a modified Time TravelerTM video game made by SEGA. The three dimensional

display relies on a spherical mirror that projects images from a CRT to a horizontal

viewing plane (5). The images formed on this viewing plane have a three dimensional

appearance, and seem to be standing on the plane. In order to enhance the 3-D effect

on the ODD, real-time shadows must be added to all objects in the field of view.

Because of limitations in the usable display area of the ODD, this version had only

one moving object. Other differences between this simulation and the CRT display

are:

1. Graphics software was run on a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/440VGXT with an

- internal NTSC video encoder whi -h was required to drive the CRT for the

ODD.

2. This simulation had no distance cues generated for two reasons: there is no
audio processor on the 4D/440VGXT at AFIT, and the optics of the ODD

limited the range of visual distance that could be simulated.

3. Since diatance was not feasible, it was decided to use the azimuth and elevation

DIRAD system, to test the ability of the graphics to enhance the synthesized

elevation cues.

The audio for this display came from the 4D/35 audio processor board. The

audio was the helicopter sound file continually played at a constant gain setting. A

block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 20.

The user of this display sees the projection located in the center of the view-

ing plane, with the helicopter image circling at ear level. The flight path for this

simulation consisted of:
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* The helicopter started at ear level height on the left side (p = 2700)

* Made one complete revolution around the projection's head

* Dropped straight down to ground level

* F!. w back up and directly over the head of the projection

* Dropped down to ground on the ýp = 900 side

* Flew back up and over the projection to the starting point.

e Repeated.

3.6 Summary

This chapter has presented the various methods that were used to achieve the

objectives set forth in this thesis, to enhance the DIRAD output with the environ-

mental cues of distance and reflections and to provide visual cues to reinforce the syn-

thesized audio. A background on the AL/CFBA DIRAD system was presented along

with a background on human auditory distance perception. The reflection/distance

simulations were presented with special emphasis on the generalizations of these

programs that make them valuable for future research.

Two specific examples were presented showing how existing AFIT graphics

hardware and software may be combined with the DIRAD system to provide real-

time visual information to enhance and reinforce spatial audio signals. Also presented

in this chapter were the techniques used to make binaural recordings using KEMAR,

the DIRAD and the Convolvotron. The next chapter will present and analyze the

results of these experiments.
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IV. Results and Analysis

4.1 Introduction

The objectives of this thesis, to incorporate certain environmental effects and

visual cues with synthesized directional audio, were accomplished. This chapter

will describe the findings from the experiments and provide subjective analysis of

these findings. The emphasis of this thesis was to explore the technical means of

simulating environmental cues and integrating synthetic audio and visual images,

rather than perform a detailed human factors analysis. However, in order judge

any improvement in spatial perception with these systems, several observational

experiments were necessary.

4.2 Ezperiment 1, Comparative Recordings

The first experiment that was performed was making several binaural record-

ings. One result of this work is an interactive program that allows for an informal

comparison of the three techniques. The recordings that were made provided a way

to subjectively compare the use of a manikin in a semi-reverberant space to binaural

recordings made from the DIRAD and Convolvotron. No formal study was under-

taken to determine the p-rceptual qualities of the three recordings. The general

finding, from listening to the recordings, is that the semi-reverberant space enhances

the effect of the sound source originating from a location away from the listener's

head. The Convolvotron and the DIRAD were both perceived about the same, that is

the sounds were slightly outside the head for lateral positioned sounds and generally

inside or very close to the head for front and rear positioned sounds. The synthesiz-

ers both tend to elevate sounds in front of the listener. Some -4 the recorded sounds

were never perceived as being lociated out in front of listener's heads.
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4.8 Ezperiment 2, Environmental Cue Simulation

4.8.1 General DIRAD and Control Panel Results As stated in Chapter III,

the DIRAD was used for all experiments after the recordings were made. First,

general results will be discussed for the system as used with the initial version of the

control panel.

The use of two independent sources was demonstrated in the following manner.

The audio input was from the Sony Walkman cassette player with a male voice (TV

news) recorded on the left channel, and a different male voice (FM radio news) on

the right channel. During the experiment, the subjects could position the talkers

independently in any location using the graphical interface. The system provided

good localization quality, but the sources, other than being stabie with respect the

head position, were not located far outside of the head.

Sources located on either side, 900 or 2700 azimuth, were generally perceived

"further" outside the head, than sources positioned directly at the front or rear.

Also, it was found that listening with both channels in use, one talker positioned

in front and one positioned in the rear, there was ambiguity of which speaker was

in which position when no head motion was allowed. The use of the head tracker

system improved the ability to discriminate these front back reversals. It was also

noted that the stability of the sound sources with respect to head motion provided by

the head tracker increased the perception that the sounds were originating outside

of the head.

The second system that AL/CFBA provided was configured to simulate az-

imuth and elevation for both channels and had head tracking capability. The range

of possible elevations was from directly overhead (b = 90°) to directly below the

listener (6 = -90°). The elevation function seemed to be limited to ear level and

above for most listeners, although in the case of the author, who listened to the

system for literally hours a day, an "adaptation" seerrg to have occurred. This is

discussed in more detail below.
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AL/CFBA also found the elevation limited to ear level and above to be the

., case for most listeners with this version of the firmware. The sound has different

tonal qualities at the extreme positions. Several general statements may be made

about the use of the elevation function.

1. Elevation was more difficult to perceive for sounds positioned directly in front

of or behind (wp = 00 or 180) the listener.

2. For side positioned sounds, (V = 900 or 2700) as the elevation setting was

increased the perception was that the sound moved up and over the head.

3. Again for side positioned sounds, (V = 900 or 2700) as the elevation setting

was decreased the perception was that the sound moved up (not down) and

over the head. And the sound took on a muffled quality.

4. The overall audio output quality of this box was not as good as the azimuth

only box. This may be due to the lower spatial resolution of transfer functions

used in this system.

The author noticed that an adaptation of sorts occurred with the elevation

function. After ,bout a month of working with the system, sounds were begun

to be perceived below ear level as the elevation setting was decreased. This type

of adaptation has been reported elsewhere for synthesized spatial audio(57:23)(26).

Wenzel (57:23) discusses two possible reasons that adaptation may lead to better

perceptual results: 1) the sources are simulated as if originating in an anechoic space

and this requires familiarity, or 2) because the HRTFs are not individualized (in the

case of the DIRAD, the user is listening through KEMAR's pinnae).

4.5.2 Reflection and Distance Simulation Results The main result of the re-

flection simulation was that it was found that the 4D/35 audio processor board can

be used in conjunction with the DIRAD to provide real time dynamic distance and

room reflection cues. The secondary results from this work suggest that the use of
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distance and room reflections enhance the perception that sources are located at

some distance outside •f tCe listener's head.

The audio processor was used to update the gain settings and time delay

approximately once every '. milliseconds. The audio signal was sent to the loft input

channel of the ], "io processor board, sampled at 16 kHz with 16 bit resolution. A

frame consisted of four bytes, two for each channel. Once 500 frames (about 31

milliseconds) were read in, the right channel output buffer was set up to reflect

the required delay value and the output gains were updated. This output buffer

was then sent out to the DIRAD. The time delay was verified to be correct by the

method descr;bed in chapter three. This technique allowed for a fairly wide range

of distance scaling (3 to 24 feet) and accurate (within 1 sample or 62 .5ps). fast

time del,- generation. Time delays of up to 31 milliseconds can be generated with

the software as it is written, however, it could be modified to allow for longer time

dela:. . The maximum of 31 millisecond delay was sufficient for all room sizes that

were simulated in this thesis.

The first reflection simulation wa, :ised to determine how the addition of a

single lateral reflection changed the perception of e)xternalization ard distance. A

recorded male speaker was used as the source for these presentations. The addition

of the single reflection had two main effects, first the position of the sound seemed to

be biased towards the reflection, and second, the sound seemed more spacious. Also

some listeners, found that by turning off the reflection the sound position abruptly

moved in closer to their head. This suggests that the addition of the reflection

improved the "exteri.alization" of sounds synthesized by the DIRAD.

The final version of the reflection experiment provided two lateral reflections

and a ceiling reflection. The results of interest with this simulation are that it is

possible to use more than one DIRAD from one controlling program, and that the

use of symmetric reflections served to prevent the position shift of the sound that

was seen with the single reflection.
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Two problems were encountered with this simulation, 1) the azimuth and eleva-

..tion DIRAD had different audio output characteristics making it difficult to correctly

mix both DIRADs, and 2) the means of providing head position information to the

S- second DIRAD created a time lag in the source positioning. This time lag was due

to the way in which the head position information was obtained, processed, and

sent to the second DIRAD. For each iteration of the main program loop, the az-

imuth only DIRAD was polled for the latest head position, this value was returned

to the 4D/35 and used to calculate the difference between the source position and

'he head position angles. This difference angle was then sent to the azimuth and

elevation DIRAD. This method seemed to work fine until it was realized that when

the listener's head turned quickly, the position of the sources from the azimuth and

elevation DIRAD lagged behind listener's head position. When the listener stopped

"moving his head, the sound sources converged to the correct locations.

Another obvious limitation is that only one time delay can be generated, thus

limiting all reflections that are simulated to have equal path lengths. The three

reflection simulation used walls (and the ceiling) that were equidistant from the

listener, allowing the same time delayed audio to simulate all three reflections. Other

areas that were not addressed in this simulation were reverberation and the spectral

filtering eifcts of the reflecring surfaces.

4.4 Experiment 3, Incorporation of Visual Cues

As expected, the use of visual cues provided further reinforcement of the audio

cuec. The first use of visual cues provided the listener with a screen version of the

projection display. The listener was presented a scene of a person in a field with

mountains in frort of him. This presentation was shown to several people after they

had heard the audio portion alone. The general perception was that the visual cues

helped to move the seund to the proper location. The visual cues seemed to be a

factor in bringing the sound out in front of listeners.
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One problem associated with this use of visual cuing is that the audio program

as written, only allows for two sounds to be used for the entire simulation. The

program should provide the ability to bring in sound files as objects move within

some defined range. This feature should be added if this system is to be used

in future simulations. Another limitation is that the graphics program should be

-provided access to the users head potion information, this would allow for the use of

head mounted displays.

The use of the ODD provided the means to see if the addition of visual cues

could improve the elevation function of the DIRAD. With no visual cues, tA.e audio's

location, as it moved along the flight path, was found to be very confusing. This

qlight path, described in chapter three, moved the object around the listener's head

at ear level, then from one side to the other by going directly overhead. The path

around the head was easier to discriminate than the path which moved the sound

over the head.

With the use of the ODD, the visual cues provided enough of the "ventriloquism

effect" to allow the listeners to associate the image with the spatial sound. It was

interesting to note that the visual cues were not enough to resolve the below ear

level problem discussed previously. The visual image of the helicopter going down

provided enough bias to keep the audio from going up; however, the audio did not

appear to follow the image down. The audio remained at ear level.

The field of view limitations inherent in the ODD make more realistic simula-

tions difficult at this time. As objects are moved away from the center of the field of

view, they become distorted due to the spherical mirror. Another drawback of this

system is that the means of controlling audio inputs to the DIRAD has not been

worked out. This is due to the fact that the graphics programs were run on AFIT's

Silicon Graphics 4D/440 which has no audio capability.
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4.5 Summary

The results of this thesis show some of the limitations of current audio local-

ization cue synthesizers and how environmental and visual cues may be incorporated

to the DIRAD system. The use of the audio processor proved to be effective and

-flexible in supplying distance scaling and time delay generation. The reflection ex-

periments suggest that the addition of early reflections can aid in simulating a more

externalized audio image, and the use of a simple voltage scaling equation can be

used effectively for simulating the effects of distance. The visual cue experiments

provided a means of coupling existing AFIT graphics resources with the audio local-

ization cue synthesizer, thus allowing for more realistic simulations where the visual

and audio cues can serve to reenforce each other.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Summary

The research effort centered on two main areas, 1) simulation of auditory dis-

tance, (via amplitude scaling), and early reflections, and 2) generating visual cues to

support the synthesized directional audio from the DIRAD. Also, binaural record-

ings were made using an acoustic research manikin and two audio localization cue

synthesizers to provide a means to appreciate the effects of environmental cues.

Binau~al recordings were made using KEMAR in a semi-reverberant environ-

ment, the DIRAD, and the Convolvotron synLhesizers. The recordings were made

using voice and white noise bursts, at eight positions in azimuth. The noise burst

,portions were digitized using the audio processor board of the 4D/35. A program

was written that allows for comparative listening of the three techniques.

Two DIRAD systems were interfaced to graphics based control panels. The

first control panel allows for two source positioning, head tracking, and, if used

with the azimuth and elevation DIRAD, provides elevation positioning. Three other

control panel programs were written that use one channel of the DIRAD as a direct

source and the other to simulate an early room reflection. Distance amplitude scaling

and the generation of the reflection time delay was simulated with the 4D/35 audio

processor board.

The final version of the reflection/distance simulation used both DIRAD sys-

tems to generate two side wall reflections, a ceiling reflection, arid the primary source.

An additional variable in this simulation is that the distance to the walls (or room

width) can be changed at any time. Some problems with this system included: the

two DIRAD systems were found to have different audio output quality, and the

method of supplying head position data to the second DIRAD created a time lag.
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Two methods were used to supplement the synthesized audio with visual cues.

The first relied on a three dimensional view displayed on the screen of the SG 4D/35.

-Software was written that uses the position of the graphics objects to generate dis-

tance scaled -.udio, iocated at the proper spatial location with the use of the DIRAD.

The second method used to generate visual cues was an ODD that is being studied

for display use at AFIT. The ODD uses a CRT, spherical mirror, and glass viewing

plane to create three dimensional projections of images.

5.2 Conclusions

The audio processor board on the 4D/35 proved to be an effective means of

preprocessing audio to provide distance amplitude scaling and time delay generation.

The resulting audio signals from the preprocessing stage were used as input to the

DIRAD systems to simulate various sources and associated reflections. The DIRAD

azimuth only configuration provided high quality spatial sound in the horizontal

plane. The azimuth and elevation DIRAD had reduced output quality and the

'down' elevation function was not perceived by most listeners. The 3patial audio

generated by the DIRAD was coupled to two visual displays. The software that was

written for this purpose is flexible enough to use with other AFIT visual display

research.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Research

The research described in this thesis has led to a number of topics that could

be investigated. One of the problems with putting together a system like this is that

in order to truly judge its effectiveness, a well designed human factors study must

test the perceptual results. The programs created for these experiments car, be used

to perform perceptual studies in several areas:

1. Distance perception with and without reflections present.
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"2. Degree of externalization with different gain settings for both the primary and

reflection.

3. Localization with and with out reflection to test the bias effect of the reflection.

4. Front to back reversals with and without reflections.

5. What combination of reflections (if any) should be provided when the DIRAD

is used to provide audio to a pilot? Should some virtual acoustical room

surround the pilot?

Other technical issues to enhance the simulations could also be researched:

1. Implemenm the filtering effects of the reflecting surfaces. Allow the user to

specify the absorption coefficient of the wall material. This could be carried

- out as a filtering algorithm on the host computer.

2. Provide low-pass filtering for to simulate the attenuation of high frequencies

due to propagation through the air.

3. Implement a reverberation algorithm to supplement the early reflections.

4. Create a 'sound class' software interface that will provide the means of calling

up appropriate sound files to play when an graphics object is within range, to

include azimuth and elevation positioning, and distance scaling.

5. Develop software that will allow the head tracker system to be used for both

the visual cues (head mounted displays) and audio cues.

6. Use the methods developed here to implement a similar system on a PC with

audio board(s).

One final suggestion pertaining to the development of the DIRAD system is

to develop a means of controlling the gain of the synthesized audio channels inde-

pendently by the host computer. This is obviously a problem that would require
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r. - modifications to the DIRAD hardware and firmware. The gain setting of each chan-

nel would have to be adjusted before the audio is mixed for output over the headset.

-This modification would provide great flexibility to the user by allowing distance

scaling to be a user defined parameter. This would also allow for the output gain

to be used for other than distance, the gains could be changed independently to use

-- for various warnings or to provide other information requiring attention.
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Appendix A. DIRAD Control

This appendix provides a list of the available DIRAD control commands from

the Auditory Localization Cue Synthesizer (ALCS) User's Manual (1), with com-

meats on how the commands were used for this research. Appendix B contains the

"Silicon Graphics version of the Localization Device Class. The Localization Device

Class was modified to use with the existing uftS232port .c class written for use on

-AFIT Silicon Graphics systems. Appendix C contains the three reflection control

panel program and the associated audio processor piogram. Appendix D gives an

Sexampie of the software used to combine the graphics with synthesized audio.

A.1 Available Commands

A.1.1 Host Commands The host commands are those commands that the

host computer (the Silicon Graphics Systems) can issue to the DIRAD.

* System Reset - Resets the system software. Used as a pop-up menu selection.

* Zero Queue - Used to define a zero degree reference for the head tracker. This

was not implemented.

* Request Angle - Used to request the most recent head position in azimuth and

elevation. Caases an interruption in the audio outputs. This was implemented

but never used.

"* Set Angle- Used to set one of the two channels source position in azimuth and

elevation (depending on system configuration). Used in all programs.

"* Set Double Angle - Used to set both angles with one command. This command

can only be used with azimuth only systems. Used in reflection and visual

simulations.
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4 "•ac"king/Update - Used to position channel one and receive most current head

... -position information. Allows for fastest possible head position updates with

no effect on the DIRAD audio outputs. Used in the three reflection simulation

program.

-.o Retransmit Response - Used to request DIRAD to retransmit its last response.

Implemented and used within the Localization Device Class.

A.1.2 Re.spone Commands These are the commands that the DIRAD will

send to the host computer in response to Host Commands.

o Response Button - Used to detect when a subject response button was pressed.

This bui,1on is part of the cabling supplied with the DIRAD. Not implemented.

S 'a- 'An.oRead - This is the response to the Angle Request Command. Imple-

S, menwd but no6 used.

, Traekig/l Jpdate Response - This is the return command for the Tracking/Update

"Command. This response command was used in the three reflection simulation.

* Retransmit Operation - Used to request host computer to send the last com-

mand again. Implemented and used within the Localization Device Class.
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Appendix B. Localization Device Class Code

This appendix contains a listing of the Localization Device Class.This code is

a modified version of the Localization Device Class provided by AL/CFBA that was

written for use on PCs.

B.1 Locdev.h

#ifndef H.LOCDEV
#define HLOCDEV
#include "uRS232port. h"

//Class Localization Device//
//This object class is designed to implement the serial port
//driver commands developed to operate both the speaker

control hardware and the ALCS synthesizers for two and three
//dimensional sound localization.//
//Modified to use Unmanaged RS - 232 port handler for AFIT Silicon
//Graphics workstations, not all methods were included

class LocalizationDevice {

private:
int initialized;
int mode, port-no;
boolean reset;
boolean sendcommand(char *command, char length = 0);
boolean receivecomnmand(char *command);
boolean repeatcommand(char *command);
void delay(int ms = 0);
UnmanagedRS232_Port *Loc.Port;
*,The RS232 port handler*/

public:
LocalizationDevice(int mode = 0, int port-no = 1);

boolean resetfirmwareo;
boolean initializetracker(int trackertype);
boolean angleset(int azimuth, int channel = 1,

int elevation = 90);
boolean doubleangleset(int azimuthi, int azimuth2,
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int elevationl - 90, int elevation2 90);
boolean passthrough(int channel = 1);
boolean channeloff(int channel = 1);
boolean headposition(int *, int ,);
boolean track(int, int *, int, int );
boolean offO;
int bufsizeo;

B.2 Locdev.c

***** * * * * *** * ** * ** **** *** **** *** *** *** *** '****** ** ****

//This class contains methods developed by AL / CFBA
//for controlling the DIRAD with a PC.The methods were
/ modified to allow AFIT Silicon Graphic workstations to
/.control the DIRAD.The Unmanaged RS - 232 class is uwed
//to interface to the selected port.
//Note: for a complete list of DIRAD commands see the
//Auditory Localization Cue Synthesizer(ALCS) User 's
//Manual and AL / CFBA 's Locdev.cpp code.//
//Modified by: Capt Eric L.Scarborough, Summer 1992

.extern "C" {
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <stdio.h>I
#include <strings.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include "locdev.h"

#define ok 1
#define unsuccessful 0

//LocalizationDevice constructor(int mode int, port-n-:)//
//Initializes the serial port.
//Modified to allow for selection of port, this makes
//it possible to use multiple DIRADs from the same program.
//Free Field is set as the default, as is 2 D mode.
//Initialized prevents repetitive tracker initializations.

LocalizationDevice::LocalizationDevice(int format, int port-no)
{
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if (port-no == 1) {
Loc.Port = new UninanagedR S232.Port(Port:: port-one,

Port::b9600,
Port::raw,
Port::terinina!);

}
if (port-no == 2) {
Loc.Port = new UnmanagedRS232_Port(Port: :port-two,

Port: -b9600,
Port: :raw,
Port: :terminal);}

if (port-no == 4) {
LocPort = new Unmanaged _RS232_Port(Port: :portifour.,

Port: :b9600,
Port: :raw,
Port: :terminal);

J

Loc .Port- Open -Porto;
reset = FALSE;
nmode = format;
initialized = 2;

//Locaization Device: :resetfirmware(/-
I/Resets the firmware in the ALCS

H This method was added to separate the reset from the
//constructor so that messages can be posted into the

//open window.THIS MUST BE CALLED BEFORE USING ANY OTHER
1/METHOD

boolean LocalizationDevice: :resetfirmwareo{
I*Resets DIRAD firmaware*/
sendcommand("R');
sleep(l);
reset = TRUE;
return (ok);

//Localization Device: :initializetracker(int trackertype, int mode)//
i/Initializes the headtracker to run in one of three modes:
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//0:3 Space parallel headtracker
//I :Isotraocker serial tracker

//2:No tracker - free field mode*1//
//The default on startup is Free Field mode.
//This command sets the mode and the headtracker type.
H /If a headtracker is selected the synthesizer mode is picked
//in 2 d or 3 d(mode = 2, mode = 3).
l/The correct roms MUST BE PRESENT!

boolean Localization Device::initializetracker( nt trackertype){
int count;

if (initialized == trackertypc && mode == 2)
return (1);

if (trackertype == 2) {
/*No tracker*/

if (mode == 3)
return (sendcommand("F\x03"));

1*3 D Free field mode*/
else
return (sendcommand("F\x02"));

1*2 D Free field mode*/

if (trackertype == 0)
I- THREE - SPACE TRACKERs/

if (sendcommand ("LP") == unsuccessful)
return (unsuccessful):

else
initialized = 0;

if (trackertype =- 1)
/*ISOTRACKER,/

if (sendcommand("LS") = unsuccessful)
return (unsuccessful);

else
initialized = 1;

cout.flusho;
cout < "Please Wait, Initializing Headtracker.\n";
cout.flusho;
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for (count = 15; count > 0; c~unt--) {
printf("/d seconds remaining \n". count);
sleep(1);

I

printf("\n");
if (mode == 2)

return (sendcommand("IH\x02"));
/*2 D synthesizer*/

else if (mode == 3)
return (sendcommand(" H\x03"));

/*3 D synthesizer*/

}

//LocalizationDevice: :angleset(int azimuth, int channel,
1/ int elevation)
//
I/Sets one or both channels to a certain azimuth and elevation.
/ Channe• can be 1, 2 or 3, where 3 sets both chainels.
//Note that 360 and 361 are valid angles. These are used for
//off and passthrough for synthesizer roms dated 7 / 1 / 91 or later.
//Use with other roms or the speaker control hardware will yield
/1unpredictable results.//
I/The chanrel defaults to 1 and the elevation defaults to 0

boolean LocalizationDevic'. :angleset(int azimuth, int channel,
int elevation){

char command[10];

if (azimuth < 0 I1 azimuth > 361) {
printf("Azimuith is Out of Range, Press Any Key to Continue");
getchar(;
return (unsuccessful);}

if (elevation < 0 11 elevation > 179) {
printf("Elevation is Out of Range, Press Any Key to Continue");
getcharo;
return (unsuccessful);I

if (channel < 1 11 channel > 3) {
printf("Improper Channel Selecticn, Press Any Key to Continue");
getchar(;
return (unsuccessful);

)
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if (channel == )
/*Chi'nnel I*/
cornm~and[O) = 'A';

else if (channel ==2)
I* Channel 2*1
comma~nd [0] = 'B';

else
* /*Both channels*/

conma~nd[0J 12';
comamandil = azimuth /256;
comma~ndf2] = azimuth % 256;
command [31 = elevation;

if (channel == 3){
I* Both channels*/

*crnimand[ 41 = azimuth / 256;,
command[5] = azimuth % 256;
command[G] = elevation;
return (sendcommand(corrimand, 7));

}eise
ret-urn (sendcommand(commaand, 4));

//Localizat ion Device: :doubleangleset (in r azirnuth 1, in t azimu th2,
lot elevatG>o1, int elcvation2)

//Sets bcth channels to intdependent angles,
//Elevatioji ~ optional and default to zero.

boolean Localization Device: :doubleangleset

(in, azimuthi, mnt a~zimuth2,int elevationi, int eievation2)

char cot-imand'10];

if (azimuthi < 0 11 aziniuth2 -,.0
azimuthi > 261 11 azin~uth2 -> 361){

printf(IAzimuta is~ (.ut of R~ange, Press Any Key to Continue");
getcharo;,
returni (unsuccessful);

if (elcvatio.ii < 0 11 elevation2 < 0 11elevationi > 179
11 e.evation2 > 179) f
printf("Elnvat ion 4.9 Out of Raxrge, Press Any Key to Continue");
getcharo;
return (unsliccessfuI);
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coinmand[O] = '2';
/*Both channels*/

command[lI = azimuthl /256;
command,2] = azimuthl % 256;
command[3] = elevationl;
command[4] - azimuth2 / 256;
command[5] = azimuth2 % 256;
command[6] - elevation2;

return (sendco;.mand(command, 7));I

I/LocalizationDevice" :passthrougho//
//Sets a sound channel to passthrough in synthesizer mode.
/ The channel can 1, 2, or 3, where 3 sets both channels.

//Requires a synthesizer with rorns dated after 7/ 1 / 91, as it
/ wcrks by implementing angle 361. Otherwise unpredictable results

will occur.

boolean LocalizationDevice: :paasthrough(int channel){

return (angleset(361, channel));
I

//Localizatio, Devic" :channelr',1(int -hannel)
/7

/'Turns off a sound charnnei in synthesize - mode.
/ The channel can be 1, 2, or 3, where 3 'urns off both channels.

//Requires a synthesizer with ROMS datea after 7 / 1 / 91, as it
// works by implementing angle 360. Otherwise unpredictable
//results will occur.

boolean LocalizationDevice: :channeloff(int channel){

return (angleset(360, channel));

l/boolean LocalizationDevice: :headposition(int , int ,);
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//
//Queries the device for the latest head position in azimuth and
//elevation and returns the specified values.If a location for
//elevation is not sent the value will be ignored.Note that the
//variables are passed 2q C++ specific references.
//Do not pass an elevation value initialized to - 1 or no value will
//be returned.
- / Note: causes an interuption of the sound field, must be
7//reset witb an angle set command.

boolean LocalizationDevice: :headposition(int *azimuth,
-[ -int *elevation) {

char response[1O];
int az, el;
Loc-Port-.FlushQueue;L/ICear out buffer,/

if (sendcommand("Q") == unsuccessful)
return (unsuccessful);

delay(30);
if (receivecommand(response)== unsuccessful) {

printf("unsuccessful receive\n");
return (unsuccessful),

I
if (response[I] == 'r') {

repeatcommand(response);}
delay(100);
if (response[Ij 3 'q') {

printf("Angle Response Not Sent, Press any Key to Continue.
getchar();
return (unsuccessful);)

S= (unsigned ciha•r) response[2j * 256 +
(unsigned char) response[3];

*azimuth = az;

if (*elevation 54 -1) {
el = (unsigned char) response[4];
• elevation = el;)

return (ok);

//Success LocalizationDevice: :track(int azimuth, int &headazimuth,
/ hint elevation, int &headelevation);
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//
//Sets the angle to a new position and returns the current
//head position.Does not work unless an angle has already
//been set by the angleset command. Works onl) for channel
//one. 3D mode only enabled when 3D sYnthesizer has been
//activated.

boolean LocalizationDevice: :tracl:(int azimuth, int .headazimuth,
int elevation, int *headelevation! {

char command[4];
char response[6];
int az, el;

command[O) = IT'"

command[lI = azimuth / 256;
command[2j = azimuth % 256;

if (elevation 0 -I)
/*Check for 3D mode*/
cominand[3] = elevation;

vise
command[a} = 0;

if (sendcommand(command, 4) == unsuccessful)

return (unsuccessful);

delay(b);

if (receive ommand(response) == unsuccessful)
return (unsuccessful);

if (response[l] == Ir') {
/*Button P-essed*/

return (unsuccessful);}
if (response[1] 6 't') {
printf("Improper Response Received: Tracking Response Not Sent Press

any Key to Continue...\WT
getcharo;
return (unsuccessful);)

a = (int) ((unsigned char) response[2] * 256 +
(unsigned char) response[3]);

*headazimuth = az;

if (elevation 0 -1)
el = (unsigned char) (response[4]);
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*headelevation = el;
return (ok);

********* * ********* * ** *** ** * **** ********* * ** ****** ******* * **********

l1boolean LocalizationDevice: :off()//
//This command turns off channels one and two(if in 2 d mode) and
//makes a dummy head position read to turn off the headtracker and
//sound field.

boolean LocalizationDevice: :off()

int dummyaz, dummyel;

if (mode == 2) {
channeloff(3);
delay(15);I

Loc-Port--CiosePort();
return (headpoeition(&dummyaz, &dummyel));

//delay loop(makes about a 10 ms delay)

void LocalizationDevice::delay(i nt tens-of.ms){
int i, j;
float a = 99., b = 99., c = 0;

for (i = 0; i < tens.ofjms * 16; i++) {
printf("delay: %i %i\n", i, tcns-of-ms);
for (j =0;j < 1000; j++) {

a b * b * c*c;I
}

I

//boolean LocalizationDevice: :seadcommand(char *cornmand, int length)
//
//Sends a command string to the device through the serial port.
//This command automatically appends bytecount and CRC to the
//command string so length only needs to be specified when there

- ,a//are ?,eroe-•(xOO') present.Note that at least two milliseconds
7 of d4 !ay are required between commands.
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boolean LocalizationDevice: :sendcominand(char *cornmnand, char length)
{ /* Send a command string ./

int count;
char checksum = 0, *cksm, *len, .thischar;

if (length == 0)
length = (strlen(command) + 2);

else
length += 2;

len = &length;

LocPort--,WriteToPort(len, 1);

checksum = length;

for (count = 0; count < length - 2; count++) {

/* Send main body of
* command */

thischar = &command[count];
LocPort-'WriteTo.Port(thischar, 1);
checksum = checksum ^ command[count];}

cksm = &checksum;

/* Send checksum terminator ,1
LocPort-.WriteTo-Port(cksm, 1);
return (ok);)

//boolean LocalizationDevice: :receivecommand(char *response)
//
//Receives a command from the serial port. The response string
/i is returned with bytecount and CRC.

boolean LocalizationDevice: :receivecommand(char *response){
char *temppointer;
int count, i = 1;
int checksum = 0;

temppointer = response;
ternppointer[O] = 0;
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LocjPort- Flush.Queue;
do {

printf("%i\n", i);
* if (i > 2000) {

return (unsuccessful);}
LocPort-. ReadYrom-Port(temppointer, 1);
i++;

} while (*temppointer == 0);
"•checksum = checksum ^ *temppointer;
temppointer+ +;

for (count = 1; count < response[O]; count++) {
LocPort--,.Read.Yrom Port(temppointer, 1);

checksum = checksum ^ *temppointer;
temppointer+ +;}

if (checksum) {
printf("Checksum Error, No Receive Done");
return (unsuccessful);I

return (ok);

I

//boolean LocaJizationDevice: :repeatcommand(char *command);

I/Returns a copy of the last command sent by the ALCS if
//working properly.

boolean LocalizationDevice: :repeatcommand(char *command) {

LocPort--+ FlushQueueo;
/*Clear out buffer*/

if (sendcommand("X") == unsuccessful)
return (unsuccessful);

delay(lO);

if (receivecornmand(corrrnand) == unsuccessful)
return (unsuccessful);

return (ok);)

(
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Appendix C. Three Reflection Simulation Code

This appendix contains a listing of the programs that were written to perform

the reflection and distance simulations. The first program is the control panel inter-

face, note that this program shows how two DIRADs can bt used from one program.

The second program is spawned from the control panel and controls the audio pro-

cessing. This program generates the time delay and provides distance simulation by

control of the output gains.

"C.1 Three Reflection Simulation Control Program
* * * *** * *** ** ** * **** ** *** ** * ** * ** ** ****************** **** * ******** ***

* This program is a control panel that allows for control of
- __ * the DIRAD audio localization cue synthesizer. It is specifically

- * '=designed to show how environmental cues, (room reflections) may
" enhance the peception of auditory depth or distance.
• It is written for use on an Silicon Graphics 4D/35 with an
* audio processor board installed.
• Note: this version will run 2 DIRADs for multiple reflections:
• left and right walls and ceiling.
• DATE: 2 SEP 92
• AUTHOR: Eric L. Scarborough

extern "C" {
#include <gl.h>
#include <device.h>
#•include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <errno.h>I
#include "locdev.h"
#include <strings.h>

#define X 0
#define Y 1
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#define CHI 0
#define CH2 1
~#define CH3 2
#define CH4 3

/* GLOBAL VARIABLES *

/*usyatem error variables *
extern int errno;
extern char *sys..erristfl;

_/*mouae variableu*f
long org(2J,wmval[21,

short mval[2l;

I /I*DIRAD variabler.!
localization Device *ldl ,*1d2;
int mode = 2,tracker = 1 ,curtracker;
double a~nglel. = 0.0, ceiling..ang =0.O,oldanglel;

double rwall-ang,lwall-ang;

/* global program variables *
char string[101,buffer[221;
float distance = 1.0;
int elevation = 0,sendit=0;
int active..chan =CHI,done=FALSE;
-boolean mov=TRUE;
int pos[4][41;
int pix..to..wall = 90,wall[21;
int pix~to-p =30;
int bead-y = 425;

I* audio control variables*/
iut psvol=I28,r..vol=128,delay=0;

/* unctions called by ma~in*/
void writemessage(char *mnessage);
void erasemessageo;
void makeframeo;
void movsources(long my);
void makefigureo;
void calc-delay-vol angleo;

mnain()

short val;
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char strng[25],zer~l];
Idi = new LocalizationDevice(3,1);
Jd2 = new LocalizationDevice(2,2);
int head..az,head-el;
int pfiles[2J;
jut leftmouse-down=0,exerr=0;
juit olddone, olddelay, oldp..vol, oldr..vol;
int who = l,changed-params=0;
int counter=0,toggle=O;
Device dev,mdev[2J;

pos(CH1J[XI =230; f*primary, on elbox chi*/1

pos CHI[Yj=head-y+45;

* pos[CH2J[XJ =230; /*ceiling.-efi, on elbox ch2*/
pos [CH2IY =head.y+22;

pos[CH3IIXJ=320; /*right wall refi, a~z box chl*/
poe[CH3] LYJ=bead-y+22;

Poo [CH4][XJ =140; /*left wall refi, ei box cb2*/
* pos[C14J [Y] =head..y+22;

wall 101=135;
wall(1]=325;
olddone = done; olddelay = delay;

oldp..vol = p..vol; oldr..vol = rsvol;

/* set up the window *
prefsize(500,900);
winopen("Synthetic Reflection Control Panel (SRCP)9);
doublebuffero;
gconfigo;
.froutbulfer(TRU E);
makefraincO;

/* these devices will be queued for input *
qdevice(LEFTMOUSE);
qdevice(MOUSEX);
qdevice(MOUSEY);
qdevice(ESOKEY);
qdevice(RKEY);
qdevice(PKEY);
qdevice( JKEY);
qdevice( BKEY);
qdevice(SKEY);
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/*draw the control panel*/
ýmakcefigureo;

/* position source icons*/
color(GREEN);
circf(pos [CHI] [lxi,pos[CH1JI[YJ,12);
color(MAGENTA);

cirf~p e [ H2JXj poe[('H2][YJ,8);
cirdf(pos 10H31 (Xpos(CH3IY,)
circf(pos (0H4J IXI,poslGH4llY]8);

-/*initialize the DIRADs*/
writemessage("l Wait: Resetting Synthesizer Softvare. ");
/* elevation box, chi primary, ch2 ceiling*/

-*dl-iresetfirmwareO;
/*azimuth box,walls, chi right, ch2 left'*1
ld2--eresetfirmwareo; erasemessageo;
writemessage('l Wait: Initializing Headtracker M'ode");
sleep(2);

- -~ -~Idi --*initializetracker(2);
* -*-* ' d2-*initializetracker(l);

erasemessageo);

* /* start audio interface program*/
/* set up a pipe for interprocesa communications*/
~zer[O] = '0';
exerr = pipe(pfiles);

if (exerr == -1)
* printf (ae\tpipe failed\n");

printf (11\t%9\n' ,9ys-erist~errno]);
exit (127);

I* fwrite the initial settings to the pipe*/
calc-delay -ol Angleo;
spriatf(strng, "V.3 i\t%3i\tY.3i\t%3i \t" ,done,delay,pvol ,rsvol);
printf(Ilbigroom: done: %i delay: %i p..vol: %i r..vol: %i\n11

,cone~delay,p-vol,r..vol);
write(pfiles[lj,strng,(int)strlen(strng));

/*fork the program that plays the audio*/
* * who = forko;

if (wbo == 0){
exerr = execlp( ' ref ..delay' ," ref -delay" ,zer);
if (exerr = 1
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print~. 1j',,.exec failed~n');
pi',\tXs\n" ,sys-errlist~effnol);

exit (127);

printf('Xi %An",pfile~s[Ojpfiles[1J);
close(pfiles[O]);

I.rontbuffer(FALSE);

/*set initial mouse position set tin gs*/
mdev [XJ=MOUSEX;
mdev IYI=MOUSEY;
mnval(X]=0;
mval[YI =0;
getdev(2, mdev, mnval);
wmval[X] = mval[XJ - orgjX];
wmval[Y] mval[YJ - org[X];
unqdevice( MOUSEX);
unqdevice(MOUSEY);,

-~qresetO;

/* set the initial angles on the DIRADs*/
ldl-.*angleset(O,1,90);
id 1-iangleset(O,2,(int)ceiling..ang);

ld2--idoubleanglesaet((int )rwall-ang,(int)lwall-ang,0,0);

while(!done){
/* request headposition from az only DJRAD

//in order to calculate a relative angle for
/1the &z & el DIRAD, so it can compensate
1/for head movements also. (this, causes a lag
//in the az & el positioning for fast head
//motions. *1

if(1 d2--+track ((int)rwall ang,&head ...a,90,&head -e1)){
if(pos[CH1IIYI < beac-y){

if(heac-az:180){
anglel = 180- head4.az;}

else if(head-.az>180){
anglel =180+360-head-az; }

else
{anglel =360-headLaz;

if(a~nglel 54 oldanglel){
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oldanglel =angle 1;
Idl1-.4angleset( (int)anglel ,2.

(int)ceillng..ang);

I. d

/* check for user input*/
iffqtesto))I

F-+ ý- switch (dev=qread(&val)){
- case REDRAW:

makefraieO);
break;

case ESCKEY:
done=TRU E;
break;

case RKEY:
/*reflection off*/

r..vol=O;
break;

case PKEY:
I* direct offi'/

break;
case JI{EY:

1* reset gains*/
caic-delay-vol angleo;
break;

case BKEY:
/* make room wider*/

wall[O]=wa.1i[0]- 1;
wall[1j=wa~llfl]+l,
pix..o-wall= ((wallI[1] -5) - (walI[0]±+5))/2;
MOV=TRU E;
movsoiirces(pos[CHl][Y])-;
niakefigureo;
I*redraw source icvns*/
color(GREEN);
circf(pos[CH 1][X],por!CHI1][YJ,12);
color(MAGENTA);
circf(pos'0H21 [XI,pos [CH2J [YJ ,8);
circf(pos(CH3J fX],pos CH3]fYJ,8)-
circf(pos[CH4J [X],pos ICH4i Wi ,8);
calc-delay-vol angleo;
swapbuffereo;

break;
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case SKEY:
/* make room narrower*/
if(wa~ll[0]<200){

wall[OJ =wall 101 +1;
wall[1) =wall (11-1;
mov=TRUE;
pix..o..wall=( (wall~l] -5) -(wall[0J +5))/Z;
movsources(pos[CH 11(Y));
makefigureo;
I* redraw source icons*/
color(GREEN);
circf(pos[CH1J(X] ,pos(GH1)(YJ,12);
color(MAGENTA);
circf(pos[CH2] (XJ,posf CH2] [Y],8);
circf(pos[CH3I [X] ,pos[CH3] [Y],8);
circf(pos[CH4J [X] ,pos[CH4] (Y],8);
calc-delay-vol .angleo;
swapbufferso;

break;
case LEFTMOUSE:

leftmouse..down = val;

if (leftmouse -down) I
/*move sources to desired locations*/
getdev(2, mdev, mval);
wmnval [XJ = mnval[XI - org(X]:
wmval (YJ = rtivalfY] - org[Y];
if(wmval[YjY<802&&wrnva.IY1>47) I

rnovsources(wmval[Y]);

/*redraw figure'i'
makefigureo;

/*calcul'ate new set ting&*/
calc-delay -.vol -argleo;
if(pos[CH1J[Y] < headLy){

IwalL-ang=rwall-ang+ 180;
rwall-ang= 180.0-rwall-ang;

if(rrov){
1d2 --doubleangleset (
(i nt)rwall-.ang,

(int)Iwa~ll-ang,0,0);
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/* red raw source icons]1
color(GILEEN);
circf(pos[CH 11 [JX],pos j('H 1] (Y), 12);
color(MAGENTA);
circf(po~s[CH2]~ [X pos[CUi2[Y ,8);
circf(pos[CH3] X,pos ICH3I[Y],8);,
circf(pos ICH41[I fJpos[CH4j [YJ,8);
swaphufferso;

qreset();
break;

1*switch*/

/* test to see if any of the shared variables have changed*/
if(done 36 olddone 11 delay :0 olddelay 11

p-vol 96 oldpsvol 11 r-vol :A oldr-vol ) changed-paranis =1;

olddone =done; olddelay = delay;
oldp-vol = p-vol; old'-vol = r..vol;

1* if shared varibles have changed send to pipe*/
if(changec-params) {

printf("bigroom: done: %i delay: %i p..vol: %i r..vol: %i\rk"
,O,delay,psvol,rsvol);

sprintt(strng, "%3i\t%3i\t%3i\t%.3i\t" ,O,delay,psvol,r..vol);
write( 'pfiles[1] ,strng,(int)strlen(strng));I

changcd..params = 0;
}1* while*/

/"c send out done to pipe to kill audio program*/
sprintf(strng, "%3i\t%3i\t%3i\t%3i ",1 ,delay,p-vol,r..vol);
write(pfilesjlj ,strng,(int.)strlen(strng));

cout.flusho;
exit( 1);

)/*main*/

I* writes a message in the box at the top of the control panel*/
void writemessage(char *message)

front buffer(TRU E);
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color( WHITE);
cmov2i(30,833);
charstr(message);
frontbuffer(FALSE);

/*erases message in box at top of control pan el*/
void erasemessage!()

frontbuffer(TRUE);
color(BLACK);
rectf(26,826,474,849);
frontbuffer(FA LSE);

1* redraws the entire window*/
void na~keframe()

reshapeviewporto;
getorigin(&org[X] ,&org[Y]);
color( BLACK);
clearo;

1* if in an allowable area, updates positions of source locations
// also updates globals pixto-p*/
void movaources(Iong my)

if(my < head-y+45 && my > head..y-45) mov = FALSE;
if( mov) {

poe CH1 X =(230);
poe CHi Y =(my);
poe CH2ý X =(230);
poe CH21 Y =(heady + (int) ((float) (my -head y) /2.0));
poe CH3' Xj=(walII[1));
posICH31 YJ =(head _y +(int)((float)(my -headLy) /2.0));
pos CH4lX =( wall[01);
pos (CH4 IYI =(head -y+ (int) ((float) (my -head y) /2-0));
pixAo-p = abs(pos[CHl][Yj-headLy);

mov = TRUE;

/*draws the graph ics*/
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void xnakefigure()

int i;
* - char string[I0];

f* the room*/
color(B LACK);
clearo;
color(BLUE);

* .. rectf(wall[0),45,wal111J,805);
color(BLACK);
1* 15 pixel's/foot, 24'x 50' room*/

rectf(wal1It01+5,50,waill[11-5,800);
color(BLUE);
rect (220,50,240,800);
color(P R~D);
for(i = ~<25; i++){

rectf(227,i *30+80,233,i*30+83); }

/* the head */
color( YELLOW);
circf(230,head-y,8);
arcfi(230,head..y+ 12,7,2400,3000);

/* the message box*/
rect (25 ,825,4 75,850);

/* Mode settings*/
cmov2i (80,860);
color(GREEN);
if(mocle==2) charstr("2D Mode"');
if(mode= =3) charstr( "3D Mode");
cmov2i(280,860);
if(tracker==0) charstr("3 Space Tracker");
if(tracker== 1) charstr( "ISO Tracker");
if(tracker= =2) charstr(" No Head Tracker");

color( WHITE);
sprintf(string, 1%6 . 2f ",(float)pixio-waIl/ 15.0);
cmov2i (150,20);
charstr("'Distance to Wall:
cha~rstr(string);

/*caiculatft the refiectioii time delay, both channel gains,
//1and reflectioni' incident angle */
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void calc.-delaysvol angle() {

float r,h;

/*distance and delav*/
distance = (float)pixdto.p/ 15.0;
printf("dist %f\n",distance);
h=((float)pix-to-wall/ 15.0);
printf("h %f\n",h);
r=sqrt((distance/20),*(distance/2.0)+(h*h));
printf("r %f\n",r);
delay = (int)(((2*r-distance)/li28.6)*,COOO);

1*wall reflection angles*/
rwall.ang=atan2((double)(pix-to-wall),((double) (pixto-p)/2.0));
rwall.ang = rwall_ang*180/M_PI;

lwall.-ang = 360-rwallang;

/, ceiling reflection angle*,
ceiling-ang = 90-rwall-ang;

/*gain settings based on 1/r distance scaling*/

psvol = (int) ((255.0*3)/(distance));

r-vol (int)((255.0*3)/(2*r));

C.2 Time Delay and Volume Control Program

* This program reads in audio on the left channel of
* the audio processor board of the 4D1/35 and outputs
* the same audio on the left output, and a delayed
* version of this audio on the right channel. Another
* function of the program is to provide real-time gain
* control. The program is designed to be spawned from a
* parent process that sends delay and gain variables,
* and sends a done signal when the parent is killed.
* Author: ERIC L. SCARBOROUGH
* Date : July 92
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#include <cstdio.h>
#include <std~ib.h>
#include <fcnI l.h>

* #include "audio.h"
#include <signal.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <fcntl.h>

static ALport iport;
static ALport oport;
static ALconfig theconfig;

static char *myname;
static long qsize;,
static long nchannels;
static long sampfmt;
static long rate;
static int samnples-peri-rame;
static int bytes-per..sample;
static int frames-per-transfer;

static mnt ms..delay;
unsigned char *buf, *outbuf,*rmdbuf, *firstsrmdbuf;,
unsigned char *second..xmdbuf, *endrmdbuf;
unsigned char temnpl,ternp2;

mlain()

int i,k j,l,m~num -elay -sarn ps =0;
int done,delay,p-vol ,r sob ,bvtessread ,olddelay;
long pvbuq4j;
long pvbuflen;
char rdbuqj20];

*defaults

qsize 100000;

frarnes-per-transfer = 500; /* this number of frames processed ea~ch time*/
sampfrnt =AL-SAMPLE-16;

nchannels =AL-STEREO;

/* 16 hit stereo *
sampfmt=AL-SAMPLE-16;
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bytes-per -samnple =2;
samples..perlrame =nchannels;

/* set up configuration *
theconfig = ALnewconfigo,
ALsetqueuesize(theconfig, qsize);
ALsetwidth(theconfig, sampfmnt);
ALsetchanmnels(theconfig, nchannels).

*use 16000 sample rate for default

pvbufJOJ= AL-INPUT..RATE;
pvbuf[2J = AL-OUTPUT-RATE;
pvbufJ11) = AL..RATE-16000;
pvbuft3J = AL-RATE-16000;
pvbuflen = 4;
ALsetparams(AL-DEFAULT-DEVICE, pvbuf, pvbuflen);

/* open audio ports */
oport = ALopenport("the ouput port", low", thecon:'g);
if (!oport.)
{

fprintf(stderr,'%s: failed to open audio write por-t\n", mynamne);
exit(1);

iport = ALopenport("the input port", 'Y', theconfig);
if (!iport)

fprintf(stderr,"%s: failed to open audio read port\n", myname,i);
exit(l);

1* default values for variable params *
done =0;

delay =160; /* 10 ms delay *
p..vol =255;

r vol =0;

/* set up pipe files. note: the file descriptor #s are
specific to the parent process*/

close(8); /* close the write file, we just read*/
fcntl(7,F-SETFL,O-NDELAY); /* set for no delay if file empt~v*/

1* make thje first read for shared variables *
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bytes-read =read (7,rdbuf, 15);
sscanf(rdbuf,"%i \t~i\t~i\t~i \n",&done,&delay,&p-vol,&rsvol);
num -.delay -samps = delay;

printf( "ref -.delay: done: %i delay: %i p-.vol %i r..vol %i \n",done,delay,psvol,r~vol);

/* allocate buffer space s
buf = (void *)

malloc(frames-per..ra~nsfer*
bytes-per-.sample*samples..periframe);
outbuf = (void *)

malloc(frarnes..per..ransfer*
bytes-per-sample*sarnples-periframe);
rmdbuf = (void *)I

m al loc (frames-.per -ransfer*
bytes-per..sample*sa~mples..perlframe);

1* inhtialize pointers *1
first-rmdbuf=second £rndbuf=rmdbuf;
endrmdbuf=rmdbuf+frames-per..transfer*
bytes-per..zarple*samples-per-frame;

1* loop while the parent is alive *

k=O;
4-,L ',lay=O;
N+' a (doneo4 1)

A Lreadsamnps (i port, buf, framnes per..transfer*
samples..per-frame);

bytes-.read = read(7,rdbuf,15);
if(bytes~xea~d) f

sscanf(rdbuf,"%i \t~i \t~i \t%i\n",&done,&delay,&psvol,&r..vol);
num..delay-samps = delay;
printf('ref -delay: done: %i delay: %i p-vol %i r-.vol %i\n"
,done,delay,psvol ,rsol);

if (delay # olddelay)(
first rmdbuf=second £rmdbuf=rmdbuf;

eiidrmdbuf= rmdbuf+frames..pertransfer*
bytes per-sample*samples perifraje;

/* set gains *
pvbuf[O] = AL-LEFT-SPEAKER..GAIN;

pvbuf[1j = psvol;
pvbuf[2] = AL-RIGHT-SPEAKER..GAIN;
pvbuf[3f3= rsvol,
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pvbtifien 4;
ALsetparams(AL-DEFAULT-DEVICE, pvbuf, pvbuflen);

/* generate output buffer, right channel is delayed */
for(i =O;i <fra~mes -perAransfer*samples -perl-rame*2; i + =4){

outbufij =buflil;
outbuf~i+I J=bufji+ 1];
tenipl=buffi];
temp2=buffi+1];

if(i <num-delay-samps*4&&delayg~olddelay){

outbufqi+2]= *first-rmdbuf;
first _mdbuf [0] =templ1;
/*printff'"rmd: %u\n",*first~rrmdbuf);*,'

first-xmdbuf+ +;
outbuffi+31= *first-rmdbuf;
first rrndbuf [01 = temp2;
/*printf("rrnd: %u\n ",*first..rmdbuf);*/

first-xmdbuf+ +;

if(&econd~xindbuf= =endrmdbuf)
second .rrndbuf=rmdhuf;

outbufi+21= *second..rmdbuf;
second..rmdbuf+ +;
outbufli+3] = *second..rmdbuf;
second 2rmdbuf+ ±;
first..xmdbuflOl=teinpl
first-rndbuf+ +;
first~rmdbuf [01 =temp2;
first-rrdbuf+ +;

olddelay=delay;
end rrdbuf=first imd buf;
first rmdbuf=rmdbuf;
j=1=0;
/* play the new output buffer *

ALwritesamps(oport, outbuf, frames -per-transfer *
samples-perifrarne);
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1* close up *
A Lcoseport ( iport),
ALcloseport(oport);
exit (0);

} *main*/
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Appendix D. Visual Cue Simulation Code

This appendix contains a listing of the programs that were written to perform

the incorporation of visual images with the spatially located audio from the Dl-

RAD. The first program is the main program, it is a modified version of the Redflag

simulation program developed at AFIT.

D.A Graphics Synthetic Environment Main Program

// Original Description (Feb 92):
// This is a C++ re-write of the Red Flag
1/ driver program. It is based on Mark- Gerken 's
// battle manager software, Gary Lorimor 's Red
1/ Flag software,and the support software by
// John Brunderman, Joe Simpson and Bob Olson.
//
1/ Modified to provide visual cues for DIRAD
1/ Audio Localization Cue Synthesizer (Summer 92)
// by Capt Eric L. Scarborough//
// This program uses the basics of the Red Flag
// driver program, however, the use of the polhemus
// has been deleted.
// The sound is supplied to the moving objects by
// a spawning a child process that plays sounds
/1 using the audio processor board. This program
// sends gain settings via a Unix pipe to allow
// for real time distance simulation. The object's
// angle is calculated and sent to the DIRAD along
// with the audio processor outputs to "spatially
/1 position" the sounds.

extern "C" {
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <gl.h>
#include <deicc.h>
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#include <unistd.h>
#include <ma~th.h>

#include "readf ile .h"
#include "Itgrid .h"
#include "translator. Vh
#include "voridwin hi
# include "llocdev .h"'
#include "redf lag -h"

#define OPTIONS "?hns t: r:"
#define USAGE "Usage: testworid [i-?/h] [-nI [-t <terrain f ile>) \n"
#define USAGE2 "1 -r redf lag data\n -s sound"
#define USAGE3 'An"
#define NORM-SPEED 6.
#define MAX-CHARS 80
#define EPSILON 0.025

extern "ic"t I

int getopt(int argc, char **argv, char *optstring);

World-.Winidow *The-World = NULL;
PhigsList *acPHIGS =--NULL; /* dummy Phi gsList pointer*/
TGrid *Grid = NULL; 1* terrain grid*/
Iv-Hoids the terrain and other static objs *
Translator *Tlist = NULL;
Translator *Olist = NULL;
LocalizationDevice *lcd,
/*Light position *1
float LightPos[] = (POSITION, 0.1, 0.0, 0.3, 0.0, LMNULL);

/* By defining the array to be 5600 we allow about 90 minutes of data *
/* database of object movement */
DataBase rfData[M AX..-RECORDS];
objDef players [MAX -ESSIONS];
DataBase time-temnp,delta;
float acMatrix[4] 41];

11 - SUPPORTING METHODS-

/* read Red Flag Data, fills rfData *
int readRFfile (FILE*, objDef*, int"', int* )
void makeDeltas( DataBase *time-temp, DataBase *~delta, float dSTEP, int J);
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void move plane(DataBase *time..teemp, DataBase *delta, int i);
void set-plane(DataBase *tme_tn._inp, int i, float m[4][4]);

/* These two functions calculate angle and distance for
// a given object for sound simulations */
int set-sound(DataBase *time.tezp, int i);
int set.gdin(DataBase *timeAtemp, int i);

void terminate() {

if (The-World -Get.NTSC0)
The_World--Set_-Z6¶)();

cout << "Red Flag system terminating.\n";
cout.flush(;
exit(127);

/,

/1 MAIN PROGRAM

int
niain(int argc, char *argv[])
{

foreground();
/*Finite state machine *1
long qdev; /* queued device ,/
short but; /, mouse button presses*/

extern char *optarg;
extern int optind;
int option;
int dg-co!or = 0;

Point ORP;
Point VRP; /* view reference point *1
Point VUP; /* view up vector */
Point VPN; /, view plane normal */
UVNPoint PRP; /* projection reference point ,1

/*deciarations for database files,/
char *terrainlnkfile (char ,) NULL;
char *terraindbsfile (char ,) NULL;
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float deltax, deltay, deltaz; /* movement increments ,/
int rfData = FALSE;
/* pointer to database ,f
FILE *rfFP;
char rfDataFile[30]; /* name of red fBag data file ,/
/* total number of data records from RF data ,/
•int totalFrarnes;
int numAC; /* number of objects */
int offset;
int slot-pos; /* integer identifies of session*/
int ij;
iut tween;
float dSTEP;
Placement *acNode;

Boolean NTSC-node = FALSE;
Boolean ione = FALSE;

float front = 0.9; /*Front clipping plane*/
float back = - 120000.0; /*Back clipping plane,/

float umin = -0.5206;
/,55 degree FOV horizontal/*
float umax = 0.5206;
/*with a 4 x5 aspect ratio*/
float vmin = -0.4165;
float vmax = 0.4165;

/* 3D sound variables */
Boolean SOUND,olddone=FALSE;
int mode = 2;

int tracker = 1;
int who = 1;

char zer[1];
int exerr = 0;
int pflles[2];
char strng[25];
int chl-vol=O,ch2_vol=O;
int chl .ang,ch2_ang;
int oldch 1.vol= 1 ,oldch. ,mio1=, :
int changed. params; = hi
/, constructor for locah'atalmon device class, 2D mode, port 2 */
Id = new Localiw4,titi.,,t-ice(mode,2);

1// Parse command line
//10
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rfData =FALSE;

while ((option = getopt(argc, argv, OPTIONS)) #-1){
switch (option){
case ' r':

strcpy (rfDataFile, optarg);
if ((rfFP = fopen (rfDataFile- "r")) ==NULL){

printf ("\t*** Could not open RF file %z\n",,rfDataFile);
exit (99);

rfData = TRUE;
break;

cast )n 1

/*turn on NTSC mode; for HMD most Iikeiy~ir
NTSCrnode = TRUE;
break;

case 'tV:
f*terrain.dbs and.lnk files*/
terrainlnkfile =new char [strlen(optarg) + 51;
terraindbsfile =new char istrlen(optarg) + 5];
strcpy(terrainlnkfile, optarg);
strcat(terrainlnkfile, ".lnk");
terraindbsfile = strdup(terrainlnkfile);
char *tmnp = strstr(terra~indbafile, lI nk");
if (tmnp)

strcpy(tmp, ". dbs")
else {

delete terraindbsfile;
terraindbsfile = NULL;

I
break;

case ) s':
SOUND =TRUE;
printf("sound on\n");
break;

case I'h):
case '?':

default:
printf(USAGE);
printf(USAGE2);
printf(USAGE3),
exit( 127);
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break;}
}

/* It is mandantory that there is a Red Flag data file*/
if (!rfData) {

printf ("No input Red Flag Data file provided ! \n");
-, -exit (99);I

/* if the -s option is given reset DIRAD initialize
// the headtracke.,, headtracker for audio only (not graphics)*/
if(SOUND){

Id -+resetfirmwareo;
ld--,initializetracker(tracker);}

noport();
/*inits graphics without opening window*/
long temp = winopen("");
cout < "\n Please Standby - Reading files\n";
cout.flusho;

Tlist = new Translator(terrainlnkfile);

if (terraindbsfile) {
Grid = new TGrid(terraindbsfile, Tlist, 55, 2);I

cout < "\nReading Red Flag Data File\n";
cout < "\nPlease wait, initializing objects...\n";
cout.flush();

if (Grid) {
VRP.x = 10.0;
VRP.y = 0.0;
VRP.z = 10.0;

} else {
VRP.x = 0.0;
VRP.y = 0.0;
VRP.z = 0.0;I

VUP.x = 0.0;
VUP.y = 0.0;
VUP.z = 1.0;
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VPN-x: = 1.0;
.VPN.y = .0;
VPN.z = .5;

PRP.u = 0.0;
PRP.v = 0.0;
JPRP.n = 1.0;
1*55 degree FOV*1
ORP.x = 0.0;
ORP.y = 0.0;
ORP.z = 0.0;

if (NTSC-node)
The-.World =
new World..Window(Grid, acPHIGS,XMAX17O+10,
YMAX"170+10,10,10);

else
/* choose full screen or small sreeen
The-World =
new World..Window(Grid, acPHIGS, 1280, 1024, 0, 0); *

The-Wlorld = new World .Window(Grid, acPHIGS, 800, 600, 0, 0);

The-World--+Set..Aspect-Ratio(4, 3);
The-World-4Set..Border( FALSE);
The-World -iOpen..Windowo;
The-World--*setPRP(PRP.u, PRP.v, PRP.n);
The-World-.+setWin(umin, urnax, vmin, vmax);
The-World-+9etFB (front, back);
The..World--+setVUP(VUP.x, VUP.y, VUP.z);
The..World-*s9etVRP(VRP.x, VRP.y, VRP.z);
The-World-iýsetVPN(VPN.x, VPN-y, VPN.z);
The..World-i.Set-Axis..Origin(ORP.x, ORP-y, ORP-z);
The-World.--rsetProjType( PERSPECTIVE);
The..World-*ýcornputeProjectiono;
The-World -+compute3D viewo;
The..World--4Set -Light Jndex( 1);
The-World-ýSbow-Grid (FALSE);
The-World--+Show -Axes (FALSE);

if (NTSC..mode) f
The-World--4SbowJnfo(FA LSE);
The-World--+Set .NTSCO;

)else
The-World-. Show.Info(TRU E);
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Jmdef(DEFLMODEL, 1, 0, (float .) 0);
Imdef(DEFLIGHT, 1, 6, LightPos);
lmbind(LMODEL, 1);

deltax = -0.707;
delta), = -0.707;
deltaz = 0.;

TheWorld-- RedrawWindowo;

/* Set up the devices that will be placing values on the queue,/
qdevice(LEFTMOUSE);
qdevice(RIGHTMOUSE);
qdevice(KEYBD);
cursoff(; /* make the cursor invisible ,/

winclose(temp);

/* Read the data file containing movable objects, flight paths*/
totalFrames = readRFfile (rfFP, players, &offset, &nuriAC);

/, start audio interface program
//first set up a pipe to pass gain settings and a done
//variable to the audio program ,/
if(SOUND){

zer[O] = '0';
exerr = pipe(pfiles);

if (exerr == -1) {
printf ("\tpipe failed\n");
printf ("\ts\n",sys.errlist[errno]);
exit (127);I

/* the pipe file descriptors are "harm coded" in
// the child process
I/printf("%i\ t%i\n ",pliles(O),pfiles[1]);
// send initial settings to the pipe -/

sprirntf(strng, "%3i\t%3i \t%3i" ,done,ch 1 vol ,ch2_vol);
write(pfileslj,strng,(int)strlen(strng));

/Inow fork to spawn the child process, helloop.c
1/originally just played helicopter loop, now
l/both tanl and helicopter are played ,1

who = fork(;
if (who == 0) {
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exerr =execlp("lhelloop"l,"helloop',zer);

if (exerr == -1) f
printf ("\texec I ailed~n");
printf ("\t~s\n" ,sys-errlistlerrnoj);
exit (127);

close(pfiles[O1);

cout < "Red Flag system is ready.\n";
cout.flusho;

//-Done with i;nitializations,-
/1-Entering the main loop-

$lot-pos = 0;
playerslslot-posl .stop = totaiFrames;

The..World--4Set-Dynarnic-.ObjectJiist (players [slot 4.pos. .cPhigs);
dSTEP = NORM-SPEED;

do I

/* Now, the *BIG* loop through all the time stepa*/
for (j=0; j<totaIFrames; j++){

/* Change the players if the stop time has been exceeded *
ifoj > players[slot..pos].stop)

slot-pos++;
Tbe-World-ý
Set Dy namic..Object-.List (p~l..ye.-sIRl,)t-;,xI.acPhigs);

1* get the distance between this and nie next frame *
1* create a delta for each value */
mnakeDeltas (&time-temp, &delta, dSTEP, j);

/* Show movement between the data points with linear interpolationi
using the variables calculated above */

for (tween 0; tween < dSTEP; tween±+){
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1* Check to see if there is mouse input or keyboard input*/

if ((qdev = qtesto) # NULL) {

if (qdev == RIGHTMOUSE) but =1;
else if (qdev ==. LEFTMOUSE) but =2;
else {

qread(&but);
}

qreset(;
switch (but) {

/* Move forward in the scene by a small step*/

case 1:
VRP.x += deltax * 1.;
The_World-isetVRP(VRP.x, VRP.y, VRP.z);
break;

/* Move backward in the scene by a small step .1

case 2:
VRP.x -= deltax * 1.;
TheWorld-',setVRP(VRP.x, VRP.y, VRP.z);
break;

/* set normal display speed */

Oae'W :

dSTEP = NORM.SPEED;
break;

/* set display at half the normal rate ,/

case Ih':
dSTEP = NORM.SPEED*2;
break;

/* Set the display to twice the normal speed */
case Id':

dSTEP = NORM-SPEED /2;
break;

case 'q':

done = TRUE;
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break;

default:
break;

but = NULL;
)/i. end of check for something on the event queue *
The-.World-'+setVPN(VPN.x, VPN.y, VPN.z);
The-World-4setVUP(VUP.x, VUP.y, VUP.z);

/*SMOVE OBJECTS*/

for (0=O; i<numAC; i++) {
move..plane(&timelemp, &delta, i);
set.plane(&time-temp, i, acMatrix);
".Node = (Placement *)players[slot-pos] .acPliigs--*
GetNode ((long) players([Iot ..pos. .actype[i]);

acNode --.Load Poeit ionMatri x(achlatrix);
'.here we calculate angle and distance to
,/the two objects, then send the angles to
/the DIRAD.

if(SOUND){
if (i==O&&done==FALSE){

ch2..ang=set..sound(&tirne..emp, i);
ch2sol = set volume(& ti me..Zemap, i);}

if (i==1&&done==FALSE) f
chi .Ang=eet.sound(&time.±erp, i);
chl..vol = set vol ume(&time..temp, i);)

/IDIRAD command sets position of both
1/channels */
Id-."edoubleangleset(chl-.ang,ch2.4ng,O,O);

if (done) break;
if(SOUND){
/* if audio program needs to be updated *

if(done 0 olddone 11
chl-vol 36 oldcbl-vol flch2-vol 96 oldch2-vol)

cbanged-params =1;

olddone = done;
oldchl-vol =chlsvol; oldch2-vol =c2-vol,

/* send new settings to pipe *
if(changed-params) {
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sprintf(strng, "X3i\t%3i\t%3i ",done,ch l1vol,ch2svol);
write(pfiles[l],strng,(int)strlen(strng));}

changed.params = 0;}
TheWorld--+RedrawWindow(;

} /* for (tween*/

I while (!"one);

cursono;
/* if were done, kill audio program ,/
if(SOUND){

sprintf(strng, "%3i\tY.3i\tY3i",done,chl 1vol,ch2_vol);
write(pfiles[1],strng,(int)strlen(strng));}

cout.flusho;
sleep(2);
terminateo;

D.2 Distance and Angle Calculation

These two short routines are used to find the distance and angle to the specified

object with respect to the lister's position. The return values are sent to the audio

program for distance scaling, and to the DIRAD for sound source positioning.

#include "redf lag.h"
#include <math.h>
#include <gl.h>

* DATE: 5 Aug92
* VERSION: 1.0
,

* NAME: set-sound •
* DESCRIPTION: positions sound according to location
* of graphic object
, PASSED VARIABLES: time-temp
* RETURNS: azimuth angle to object
* AUTHOR: Eric L. Scarborough
, HISTORY:
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int set.-sound(DataBase *time.temp, int i)

/* time-temp holds the current object's position and
orientation */

float xcenter,ycenter;
double angle,offset;
/* if listener is not at 0,0 facing forward ,/
xcenter = 0.0;
ycenter = 0.0;
offset = 0.0;

/* calculate azimuth angle according to the new data ,/
angle=atan2((double)(time temp y[iI -ycenter),

(double)(- ti me~emp- x [i]- xcen ter));

angle = angle* 180/MJPI-offset;
if(angle<0.0) angle += 360.0;
return (int)angle;

#include "redflag.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <gl.h>
#include <math.h>

* DATE: 5 Aug 92
* VERSION: 1.0
* DESCRIPTION: finds the distance from the location of
* the current graphics object to the
, listener, calculates gain required to
, simulate this distance
* PASSED VARIABLES: time.temp
. RETURNS: gain setting *

,

, AUTHOR: Eric L. Scarborough
H HISTORY:

int set.gain(DataBase *time.temp, int i){
int gain;
float distance;

distance = sqrt(time-temp-,x[i]*time-temp--,x[i]+
time.temp-,yti]*time.temp-.*y[i]);
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/*use 1/distance scaling, distance of 4 feet gives
//max gain */
gain = abs((int)(255*4/distance));
if(gain>255) gain = 255;
return gain;

D.3 Audio Control Program

This program is spawned from the main program and is used to read in stored
sound files for the graphics objects, play them until the simulation is over, and set
the volume levels of the two audio output channels based on the object's distance.

* This program sets up and controlls an aLdio port on
"* the SC 4D/35, specifically to play a stored raw sound
"* file for use as input to the DIRAD. The right channel
", provides audio for a helicoper and the left channel is
"* used for a tank.
"* The gain settings can be changed at any time, to
"* simulate distance.

' This program relies on a "parent" process to launch it,
set up a pipe to communicate the shared varibles, and

, stop it.
* Author: Eric L. Scarborough
, Date: 27 August 92

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "audio. V
#include <signal.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <fcntl.h>

static ALport iport;
static ALport oport;
static ALconfig theconfig;

static char *myname, *snd;
static long qsize;
static long nchannels;
static long sampfmt;
static long rate;
static int change-rate;
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static int samples..perlrame;
static int bytes-.per..saxnp;
static int frarnes..per-transfer;
static long new-rate;
static long old-inrate;
static long ohldoutrate;
unsigned char sndbufl 11200001 ,sndbu?2[ 1200001;

maino

int i,fd,k j,l,rn,num -elay...samps=0;
int done,chl ..vol,ch2svol,bytes-read ,finished;
long pvbufl4l;
long pvbuflen;
long filled;
long samps-read,p;
char rdbuf[20] ,filenarne[ 13];

int errno =0;

*defaults

qsize =200000;
frames -per-transfer = 500;
sarnpfrt =AL-SAMPLE-.8;

bytes..per..samp = 1;
nchannels =ALSTEREO;

*use 16000 sample rate for default

samples-per -rame = nchannels;
theconfig = ALnewconfigo;
ALsetqueuesize(theconfig, qsize);
ALsetwidth(theconfig, sampfrnt);
A Lsetchannels(theconfig, nchannels);

/* defae'lt values for variable paramns
done = 0;
chl-vol =128;

ch2svol 0;

/* set up pipe files *
/* note these are "hard coded" and depend on the

parent process *
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close(8);
fcntI(7,F.SETFL,O-N DELAY);
/* read the initial settings */
bytes-.read = read(7,rdbuf,15);
sscanf(rdbuf,"%i\t%i\t%i\n" ,&done,&ch 1 sol,&ch2svol);

*open audio ports, rnalloc buffer space

pvbuf[Ol = AL-OUTPUT-RATE;,
pvbufjl] = AL-RATE-8OOO;
pvbuflen =2;
ALsetparams(AL-DEFAULT-DEVICE, pvbuf, pvbuflen);

oport = ALopenport("lthe ouput port", "wa", theconfig);
if (!oport)
f

fprintf(stderr,"%s: failed to open audio write port\n", myname);
exit(1);

/i' open helicopter sound file *
strcpy(filenarne, "hel. raw");
if ((fd = open(filename, O-RDONLY)) < 0)

fprintf(stderr, 1"%s: can't open %s: %s\n", myname, filename,
strerror(errno));

exit(1);

1* the first read is used to "find" a good representation of
the sound, the second reads in 2.5 seconds worth,
the sound files are 16 kHz, 8 bit, stereo *

bytes-.read =read(fd, sndbufl,10000);
bytes-.read = read(fd, sndbufl,80000);

1* open the tank sound file */
strcpy(filename, "tank. raw");
if ((fd = open(filename, O..RDONLY)) < 0)

fprintf(stderr, "%a: can't open %s: %s\n", myname, filename,
strerror(errno));

exit( 1);

bytes-read = read(fd, sndbuf2,10000);
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bvtes-read =read(fd, sndbuf2,80000);
samnps-read by'tes -ead/ by tes per-sa nip;

I* combine the 2 sounds ip!,. one output buffer,
left = tank-, right = helicopter *

printf('%i\n",sarnps..read);
for(p=0O;p<sarmps..read;p+=2){

* sndbufl[p]=sndbuf2[pJ;)

done = 0;

while (done #1)

bytes-read = read(7,rdbuf,15);

if(bytes..read){
sscanf(rdb-ii,'%3i\t%3i\t%3i\n" ,&done,&ch 1 sol,&ci2-vclI) ;

/* set gain for object's distance "
pvbufJ0J = AL-LEFT-SPEA KERGCAIN;

pvbufji]= chi -vol;
plvbufl2l =AL-RIGHT-SPEAKER..GAIN;
pvbuiJ3! ch2-vo1;

pvbnflen = 4;
ALs~eiparaxns(AL-DEFAULT-DEVICE, pvbuf, pvbuflen);

1* if output que get tino empty, refill *
if(ALgetfilled(oport) <4000) {
ALwritesamps(oport, sndbufl, san. ps-read); }

) /* wbile*/
sleep(2);
close(fd);
ALcloseport(oport);
exit (0);

I /*rajna*/
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13- ABSTRACT (Man,:,,2')OwcOcJs)
An audio localization cue synthesizer, the DIRectional Audio Display (DIRAD) was used to simulate auditory
distance, room reflections, and to provide spatial audio for computer graphics images. The DIRAD processes
input audio signals to generate spatially located sounds for headphone listening. The DIRAD can positiou audio
sources around the head and these sounds are stable with respect to the listener's head position. An interactive,
real-time simulation of auditory distance and room reflections was accomplished using the DIRAD in combination
with a Silicon Graphics audio processor board installed in a Personal Iris 4D/35. Several demonstrations of
auditory distance and the effects of early reflections are detailed, including a simulation of a direct sound source
and three reflections that employed two DIRAD systems. Stored sound files were used to accompany three
dimensional graphics images tOat were displayed on both a Silicon Graphics CRT and a three dimensional optical
display device. The use of the 4D/35 audio processor board proved to be an effective means of preprocessing
audio for the DIRAD for these simulations. The combination of AFIT's Silicon Graphics workstations and the
DIRAD proved to be a practical solution to the problem of combining virtsial visual and audio cues.
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